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EDITOR’S NOTE 

 
It is an exciting time to be a sword and sorcery reader, 

writer, and fan. DMR Books continues to publish great 
works like the The Eye of Sounnu and Necromancy in 
Nilztiria. Pulp Hero Press has released Elak, King of 
Atlantis, Tales of Attluma, and Savage Scrolls. Goodman 
Games is releasing its fifth issue of Tales from the 
Magician's Skull. Skelos, a magazine that features S&S, 
has published a new volume after a hiatus. Rogues Blade 
Entertainment continues to release great content. To top it 
off: Brian Murphy's S&S history, Flame and Crimson: A 
History of Sword-and-Sorcery, has given us a cohesive, 
wide-angle view of the genre, from its origins to its 
unfolding present 

The excitement is not only on the writing front: 
podcasts like the Appendix N Book Club, The Cromcast, 
and Rogues in the House continue to provide insightful 
S&S content. And there are rumors of a new Conan show.  

An S&S revival is underway. 
Whetstone is only a small part of this surge, of course. 

Our humble purview is narrow but important: we provide 
a place for amateur writers to try their hand at the genre.  

Sword and sorcery endures because it is a story form of 
experience in the present on the razor's edge of life and 
death. Consider this from the famous art critic, Viktor 
Shklovsky: "The purpose of art is to impart the sensation 
of things as they are perceived and not as they are known." 
Let me add, the purpose of sword and sorcery is to impart 
the sensation of reality, not knowledge of it. We read these 
tales to feel. Not to know. 

But why? There are many distractions today. The 
siren's call of past and future draws us away from life, and 
sword and sorcery, a literature of deep attention, enthralls 
us back to raw, lived experience. The S&S hero attends to 
the present, our all-too-human Miðgarðr, beneath the 
stars and above the deeps. 

So, grab a cup of coffee and enjoy these thirteen 
thrilling tales! Our contributors made good on the lucre. 
There is rich imagination and storytelling skill on display 
here. 

 
JRC 
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Jacobs' tale of the tomb robbing evokes the precision aesthetics of 
the sand-blasted, mummy-haunted, ruins of Ancient Egypt. Greed 
carries well-known risks and rewards, but curiosity leads to a more 
dangerous encounter for a thief sent to recover a powerful relic.   
 

THE CITY OF TOMBS 
George Jacobs 

 
The torches burnt low and there were only ashes in the 

hearth. Traces of the evening’s revelry were strewn about 
the hall and the heavy scent of sweat and wine hung in the 
air. 

A side door opened without a sound and a figure 
entered the hall. It was a woman, short but solidly built, 
with thick muscles showing beneath her colourful dress. 
She walked towards the back wall, where a throne stood in 
shadow.  

"You asked to see me?" 
"Yes, thank you," came a voice from the throne. "I must 

say, Yolandi, that I was impressed with your performance 
earlier. You’re quite the bard." The man stood, his finery 
glittering in the torch light. He took a step towards the 
woman. "I have heard you are as skilled at thievery as you 
are at story telling." 

Yolandi's muscles tensed. 
"This is not an accusation but a statement of 

admiration and hope. I have need of a thief, or a rogue, or 
adventurer, whatever term you prefer." 

Yolandi relaxed somewhat, but her narrowed gaze 
stared deep into the man's face. A young face, but hard. 
"You want my help?" She asked. 

The man shrugged. "I can pay," he said, then quickly 
raised a hand. "I know you’re not interested in gold. I can 
pay in knowledge. My uncle took much to his grave, but 
not everything. Within my vaults there are moldering 
manuscripts which I believe predate humanity’s arrival on 
Yrt. If you do what I ask, you may copy them." 

Yolandi was curious despite herself. She did not trust 
this petty princeling, but could she risk the possibility he 
was telling the truth? "Your uncle was a sorcerer of some 
renown," she mused. 

"So that’s a yes?" He smiled. "Yes, he was, and it is him 
that I wish to talk to you about." The man gestured to a 
seat and, as the torches burned lower, he began to tell 
Yolandi of his uncle. 
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*** 
Yolandi pulled the little boat up onto the bank. The 

only light was Nianna the moon and her two daughters, 
hanging high in the sky. Behind Yolandi flowed the great 
river Pahjaro, separating the living from the land of the 
dead. It was here that the people of Khem built their 
tombs. Yolandi wrinkled her nose at the thought--in her 
own land people were sent into the hereafter by cremation. 
But tombs meant burial goods. Yolandi considered herself 
a scholar and above the crass theft of objects for their 
monetary value. But she couldn’t argue that tombs often 
yielded interesting secrets. 

Yolandi surmounted the riverbank. In the distance, 
visible as shadows against the horizon, stood the massive 
ziggurats of the Kings of Khem. These were breath-taking, 
perhaps the largest buildings in all of Yrt. But Yolandi was 
not here for them. She removed the reed map from her 
pack. Upon it, Jamanow had scrawled a rough mark. She 
orientated herself against the prominent landmarks. Yes, 
that large shadow was the Ziggarut of Snepher, and there 
were the twin obelisks of Hachmut. Satisfied, she started 
towards the tomb of Khor-sa, Jamanow’s uncle. 

It was eerie, to move through silent streets, past tombs 
that contained only bones. The feeling began to rise within 
Yolandi that she was being watched. She stopped. 
Nothing. Legend had it that the people of Khem did not 
police the City of Tombs. There was no need for mortal 
protection. In the banquet hall of Jamanow, Yolandi had 
sniffed at the idea. In the pursuit of knowledge she had 
slain mages, sailed distant seas and fought creatures from 
beyond the sky, so what were the superstitions of these 
death obsessed people to her? Now she actually stalked 
amongst the tombs, however, she could not deny the 
prickling tension that crawled across her skin. Her hand 
found its way to the hilt of her sword. As wisps of cloud 
passed over the face of the moon, its light rippled across 
the stonework, giving the sculptures the appearance of 
movement. Yolandi hastened onwards to her goal. 

Compared to many of the tombs, that of Khor-sa was 
rather austere. A two-story ziggurat of black basalt 
decorated with carvings of gods and mortals in elegant 
procession and sculpted in such a way as to resemble a 
small palace. 

Ornate writing in the sacred Khem script heaped 
blessings upon Khor-sa and warned of the terrible deaths 
for anyone foolish enough to disturb his eternal rest. 
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Yolandi stood a moment, preparing herself mentally. She 
muttered a prayer and was glad of the amulet about her 
neck, a reward for services she'd rendered to a witch in 
distant Tund. 

The feeling of being watched returned. Yolandi spun 
around, sword leaping from its scabbard. In the street to 
her left a small darkness detached from the shadow of a 
wall and padded forward. Yolandi let out the breath. It was 
a cat! Just a cat. Yolandi ran a hand over her shaven 
head. Time to get to work. 

The large door at the front of the ziggurat was a facade, 
just carved stone. Yolandi ignored it and slipped around 
the back. She located the part of the inscription that 
depicted Khor-sa making sacrifice to the gods. Yolandi 
removed a needle point dagger from her boot and carefully 
inserted the tip of the blade into a precise series of gaps 
between the stones. For an agonising moment nothing 
happened. Then a creak sounded from within the tomb 
and a small opening appeared at her feet.  

Lighting a torch from her pack, Yolandi crawled inside. 
After a few feet she emerged into a square chamber, filled 
with the usual tomb accoutrements: pots, statues 
representing various underworld gods and dutiful workers, 
and other ritual objects to ensure Khor-sa would easily 
slip into the next world.  

In the corner was a trap door. It was down there, so 
Jamanow said, that Yolandi would find what he wanted, 
what the locals were too fearful to consider retrieving for 
him: the Staff of Mekhen-Rai, the source of Khor-sa's 
sorcerous power. Khor-sa had insisted he be entombed 
with it and had ensured his dying wish was carried out 
before Jamanow had managed to return to the city.  

She took a step toward the trap door and felt the 
subtlest of caresses upon the bare skin of her knee. 
Instinctively she dropped into a crouch and brought her 
arms up in front of her face. Something whistled in the air 
above her head and cracked against the wall. She was 
getting careless.  

Satisfied the danger was passed, Yolandi peered in 
front of her. A trip wire lay across the floor, near splintered 
fragments of an arrow. Yolandi drew her sword and used it 
to probe ahead of her. She moved with more caution now 
and reached the trap door with no further incident. 

She hauled the trap door open. Bronze rings formed a kind 
of ladder which lead to the floor of a corridor about twelve feet 
below. Torch firmly in hand, Yolandi began to descend. 
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She found herself in a corridor which seemed to be 
hewn directly out of the bedrock. It curved steadily down 
and to her right, spiraling deeper into the earth. Clutching 
the torch in her left hand and her sword in her right, 
Yolandi proceeded. At her chest, the amulet had begun to 
glow softly.  

The walls of the corridor were decorated with carvings, 
but these were quite different from those at the surface. 
The tomb facade had born the usual Khemish funerary 
scenes and texts. Here the images were more fluid, more 
deftly executed. But Yolandi did not want to look at them. 
Being underground in the land of the dead was quite bad 
enough without those images dancing in her mind. Yolandi 
had not long arrived in Khem, but Khor-sa's reputation 
had spread far, in certain circles. It was said he had died 
mysteriously after offending the cat-faced goddess 
Bathtest. If the wall carvings were any indication of his 
practices, Yolandi shared the goddess's offence. 

Every fifty yards or so, there was a niche in the wall 
holding an altar. Yolandi recognised some of the gods, but 
some of them, with their twisting forms and nauseating 
protuberances, were of a pantheon unfamiliar to her. She 
crept passed them. Her goal was the burial chamber itself. 

After what felt like an hour, but really couldn't have 
been more than ten minutes, Yolandi found herself 
standing before a bronze door, in the centre of which was a 
golden wheel. The amulet shimmered. This must be it. The 
gold wheel was made up of interlocking plates, upon each 
of which was engraved a glyph. Yolandi recognised it as 
being the Ngochian script. She frowned, then light 
dawned. It was a sentence, though jumbled up. With the 
hilt of her sword she pressed each word in order. "So 
beyond, as below." 

The amulet flared a bright blue and Yolandi leapt 
backward. The surface of the bronze door folded itself 
away and a massive blade swung down to strike the floor. 
Relief then alarm flashed through Yolandi's brain as she 
saw that what she had at first taken to be a bladed trap, 
was in fact a gigantic sword held in a fist of bronze. Her 
mouth fell open as a huge skeleton with bones of bronze 
emerged from where but a moment ago had stood a door. 
Upon the skull an ankh flamed like molten gold.  

The metal jaws scraped out what might have been a 
curse and the creature raised its sword. The next strike 
came fast. Yolandi did not try to block it, knowing the force 
would break her arm. She would have to trust to agility. 
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The massive sword whistled through the air and crunched 
into the stone wall sending sparks flying. Yoland sprang 
inside the creature's reach, delivering a quick flurry of 
slashes. Their only result was painful jolts through 
Yolandi's arm as the bronze sword blade rebounded from 
the bronze body. 

The creature stepped forward and swung its skull down 
in a headbutt, catching Yolandi by surprise. She twisted 
away but not fast enough. The bronze eye-ridges caught 
her in the shoulder and pain bloomed. This monster might 
have been big but that didn't mean it was slow. 

Yolandi backed up the corridor, ducking, sidestepping 
and twisting away from each slash, careful not to let the 
creature get too close. Think, she urged herself. Think. She 
fought to keep her mind calm, mindful that panic would 
kill her chances of survival. It wasn't easy, she was fast 
running out of corridor. The monster shrieked its piercing 
war cry and the ankh flared, mirroring it's fury. Of course! 
The ankh was the symbol for life. She had an idea. 

There was an altar niche to her right. As soon as the 
creature swung, Yolandi ducked under the blow and 
slipped around the altar and behind the creature. With a 
shout she dropped the torch and leapt upon the creature's 
back, using the pommel of her sword to strike at what she 
hoped were the thin parts of this monster's skull.  

A bronze hand reached around and seized Yolandi by 
her left shoulder. She cried out as metal fingers bit 
through the leather armour and into her flesh, but she 
kept hammering away, blow after blow, ignoring the blood 
that began to flow down her arm. A dent appeared, then 
the metal of the skull began to collapse inwards. The 
monster roared and smashed it's back into the corridor 
wall, pinning Yolandi and knocking the breath from her. It 
ground itself up and down against the stone, tearing 
chunks from her armour. Yolandi summoned all her might 
and delivered a final blow. It punched through the metal 
and the skull tore open. Immediately the creature 
collapsed to the floor, a pile of moldering bones. 

Yolandi staggered to her feet. She couldn't feel her left 
arm and her back stung with a thousand grazes. Still, her 
goal was at hand. She picked up the torch. The door was 
gone. Beyond was Khor-sa's burial chamber. Yolandi's 
breath caught. She could scarcely believe the sights before 
her. She had been expecting a tomb, but instead it had the 
appearance of an alchemical laboratory. Yet it was more 
than that, for every bookshelf and retort, balance and 
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instrument was rendered in finest gold. And in the centre 
stood a silver sarcophagus, its top surface sculpted into a 
striking likeness of a man, Khor-sa. 

Yolandi stepped into the chamber. The staff should be 
within the sarcophagus, Khor-sa clutching it as tightly in 
death as he did in life. With care she lifted the lid and 
found it came away easily. The sarcophagus was empty. 
Yolandi stood, momentarily lost for ideas. Where was 
Khor-sa? Had a thief already visited the tomb? 

The smell of rain blossomed into the stuffy air of the 
chamber and a flash like lightning arced across Yolandi's 
vision. Against the far wall a doorway appeared and 
beyond it landscape. Yolandi knew it was a landscape, but 
she entirely lacked the mental language to describe it. It 
was like looking through a crystal - things had too many 
sides which seemed to fold in on themselves, and 
everything was strangely mirrored and yet subtly varied as 
if slowly melting into each other. A sky like leaping flames 
covered a land of writhing matter that constantly split 
apart and then sloughed back together. Yolandi could 
neither tear her eyes from it nor consciously process it. 

Khor-sa stepped through the doorway into the chamber 
and the vista behind him vanished with a flash of light. He 
was dressed in robes of silver thread, and in his right hand 
he held the Staff of Mekhen-Rai. Yolandi still stared 
beyond the now empty doorway, her mind reeling. 

Khor-sa looked at her in surprise. "How did you…?" He 
shrugged and pointed his staff at Yolandi. A small black 
shape darted passed Yolandi's feet and, with a hiss of fury, 
launched itself at Khor-sa. The commotion broke the spell 
which held Yolandi. She looked up to see Khor-sa 
struggling with a cat clawing at his face. The cat which 
had followed Yolandi earlier through the City of Tombs. 
But now it looked somehow different, more than just a cat.  

"Go!" The voice came from the body of the cat, but its 
tone was loaded with command. Yolandi's shaken mind 
didn't need to be told twice. She turned and ran. She ran 
out of the tomb, through the City of Tombs, swam across 
the river and took berth in a ship that left Khem that very 
night, all thoughts of staff and Jamanow's library gone. 
The tomb had showed her more knowledge than she'd 
been ready for. And sometimes, even many months later, 
in the darkness of the night, when she closed her eyes, she 
could still see the world she had glimpsed beyond the 
doorway, and her soul shivered. 
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Ritzlin's vignette introduces us to the enigmatic character, "Xaarxool 
the Necromancer," a powerful magi who evokes Clark Ashton 
Smith's Malygris. In Ritzlin’s Nilztiria, owning a powerful artifact is 
not the same thing as keeping it. Interested in learning more about 
Xaarxool? He appears frequently in Ritzlin's Necromancy in 
Nilztiria (2020). 

 

AN UNFORGIVABLE INTERRUPTION 
D.M. Ritzlin 

 
A chill nocturnal wind coursed between the trees of 

Jorthon’s Woods, disturbing the flakes of snow that had 
fallen upon the bare branches. A small dusting landed 
upon the hood of an old man clad in a robe as black as the 
night. He paid the disturbance no heed. The man stood at 
the head of a clearing, commanding the attention of six 
others who were outfitted identically. One knelt before 
him; the rest encircled the twain. 

"By the strength of your willpower and your 
irreproachable honor, you have proven yourself to be an 
asset to our order," said the elder. "Rise, Muuth, and 
accept the mantle of leadership." 

Muuth stood upright, standing more than a head taller 
than the hunchbacked elder. Compared to the other 
priests, he was in the prime of his life, a mere thirty years 
of age. It was highly unusual for one so young to become 
high priest of the Order of Wodos. Preedim, who he was 
about to replace, ascended to the position at the age of 
forty-one, and was considered a prodigy at the time.  

Preedim slipped a hand into his robe and withdrew an 
ornately furnished dagger. Baroque designs decorated its 
handle and runes of mystic power were engraved upon its 
blade. "As is befitting your new status, I now place into 
your trust the Order’s most sacred relic: The Knife of 
Dimensional Rending," said Preedim, placing it onto 
Muuth’s outstretched palms. 

Muuth’s gaze lowered to the artifact, the guardianship 
of which he would now be responsible. The weight of the 
new obligation suddenly rushed upon him, making him 
woozy as if he had imbibed strong drink. The 
disorientation quickly passed. He raised his head and 
attempted to speak the ceremonial words of gratitude, but 
could not, for what he saw beyond Preedim startled him 
so. 

Casually leaning against a feldar tree was a tall, 
venerable man whose lengthy beard and hair were as grey 
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as the oncoming winter dawn. To Muuth’s eyes, the smirk 
upon the man’s face betokened malignance. 

"Who are you, intruder?" challenged the new high 
priest. "Who appears before us without a sound?" 

"I came on the wings of the wind," replied the stranger. 
For a space the priests remained silent, expecting him to 
elucidate the enigmatic statement, but he did not. 

"Then allow the wind to carry you further on your 
journey, for you interrupt a sacred ceremony of the Order 
of Wodos," snarled Preedim. "Begone, or suffer our wrath!" 

"I know who you are. I do not fear you." 
"Still you have not named yourself," said Muuth. 
"I am… Xaarxool the Necromancer." 
The priests blanched at that infamous name. Legends 

had spread to all but the remotest corners of Nilztiria 
about Xaarxool, who was said to be the most powerful 
sorcerer who had ever lived. In all aspects of thaumaturgy 
he was unrivaled, and his knowledge in mundane fields, 
such as history and anthropology, was immense as well. 
He had a reputation for ruthlessness. 

"Why do you disturb us, Xaarxool? Do you intend to 
become an initiate in the Order?" mocked Preedim. 

The Necromancer laughed. "Nay, I do not venerate false 
gods such as Wodos. I am here because the Knife of 
Dimensional Rending is of use to me. I would bargain for 
it." 

Muuth snorted derisively. "This is no vulgar 
marketplace, and the Knife is no trinket or bauble to be 
bartered for! Any offer you make shall be refused." 

"I assumed such would be the case. Therefore I will not 
insult your intelligence by proposing one." 

The priests of Wodos were startled by his words, not 
expecting Xaarxool to submit so readily. What happened 
next shocked them even more. The Necromancer made a 
few subtle hand gestures, and Muuth dropped to his 
knees, clutching the wrist that held the Knife. The sounds 
of bones and tendons being crushed and twisted could 
hardly be heard over Muuth’s agonized screams. 
Seemingly of its own volition, the priest’s hand wrenched 
itself off his wrist and dropped to the frozen soil. The Knife 
spun in midair and landed with its point piercing the back 
of Muuth’s lost hand. 

The priests rushed to aid their maimed leader. One tore 
a strip of cloth from her robe to staunch the stump’s 
bleeding, while another began chanting a minor healing 
spell, which was hardly effective against such a grievous 
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wound. In the turmoil they barely noticed the strangest 
event of the night to occur so far: the detached hand 
extended its fingers and began to pull itself towards 
Xaarxool. The blade of the Knife still embedded in it, it 
moved like a crippled spider across the snow-covered 
ground, its bizarre trek terminating at Xaarxool’s feet. His 
bones creaking, the Necromancer reached down and 
grasped it. 

Xaarxool pulled the Knife from the hand and examined 
its blade. He recognized the runes upon it immediately, as 
he had prepared for the night’s encounter by rereading one 
of his centuries-old grimoires. Some of the runes seemed 
to hover inches above the blade, a phenomenon Xaarxool 
had expected, yet still found oddly disconcerting.  

He closed his eyes for a moment, concentrating. Then 
he suddenly slashed the air diagonally with the Knife, 
leaving an amaranthine effulgence in its wake. It was as if 
he had ripped through a curtain that had been blocking 
out a weird purple sun. The priests of Wodos were forced 
to shield their eyes from the sudden brightness. With 
another stroke of the blade he made an X in the curtain of 
space. Without a backward glance he stepped into the 
effulgence, vanishing from sight. 

Muuth groaned in dismay. Not only had he lost the 
Knife of Dimensional Rending almost immediately after he 
took possession of it, he had become horribly mutilated. 
The paired weapons of shame and dishonor battered his 
mind. 

Unexpectedly, Xaarxool’s voice echoed throughout the 
grove. "You may keep this," he said, and from out of the 
effulgence shot Muuth’s severed hand. It slowly 
perambulated towards its owner, then, as the effulgence 
disappeared, it became motionless. 
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Ruleman's story of poisonous traps and monster-haunted grottos 
vitalizes the perennial trope of the "dungeon-delve," one mastered 
by D&D designer, Gary E. Gygax, in his Artifact of Evil (1986) and 
elsewhere. Mercenaries sent to undo an undead curse find 
themselves being used for a darker end. 

 
THE STAIN ON THE SKULL 

Simon Ruleman 
 

Malacanthus. Had one a vast tome with which to 
record his numerous deeds of iniquitous evil, it would 
merely scratch the surface of the enormous depravity 
which that nefarious arch-devil in human form had 
wrought upon a trembling world. It was he who had 
unleashed a potent curse upon Strigoi many centuries ago 
as he cackled, blackening upon his burning stake: "I damn 
the very ground upon which this city cowers," said he. "I 
excoriate it so that the seeds of Death will bear even sourer 
fruit!" His meaning was not long in its revelation, as the 
people of Strigoi soon learned, when the first of the city’s 
dead to be interred after the wizard’s death began to 
return as something different; not much different in 
appearance save for having spent the night in a grave, but 
dull-witted, sullen-eyed, and hungry. Their maddened 
bloodlust was not instantly manifested but as inevitable as 
the tide. And when the wights deigned to speak, which was 
not often, their words were charged with the knowledge 
that only those who had crossed the Great Divide could 
possess, that of intimate secrets and cosmic infamy which 
wounded the psyches of those who were exposed to their 
blasphemy. But they burned easily enough, and soon the 
people of Strigoi learned that by interring their dead in 
crypts and mausoleums instead of earthly graves, they 
could circumvent the curse. This led, in time, to the 
building of the vast necropolis in which the warriors of 
Iskander currently found themselves. 

The trio’s northward passage finally ended in front of 
an enormous stone portal, carven all over with strange 
runes and flanked on either side by large windlasses. A 
touch of the torch to the nearby sconces set into the walls, 
and the men set to the work of raising the door. "This is it, 
brothers!" cried Lennox, "Now we can take this thing the 
elders have hired us to retrieve and be rid of this cesspool. 
The reward should bring enough gold for a month’s worth 
of roistering and drinking!" 
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"But his skull?" asked Miraval skeptically. What could 
they want that unholy thing for?" 

"Some rite or other," replied Brother Kieran. "When a 
city like Strigoi has corpses wandering the streets at night, 
they’ll risk any strange mummery. Now put your backs 
into it! We almost have it!" And so the door to 
Malacanthus’s tomb finally heaved open. Yet the tomb was 
not solely dedicated to the remains of that ancient 
nemesis, for as the necropolis has begun to grow 
overcrowded, larger ossuaries like these were hacked into 
the tunnels and the less illustrious citizens were stacked 
inside in great heaps. The huge vaulted chamber hosted 
massive piles of remains, many apparently still fresh, and 
a large niche in the back wall with an ominous black box 
nestled inside like a tumor.  

"The reliquary of Malacanthus," said Miraval, who was 
crossing the threshold as if in a daze. As the most 
scholarly of the three, he had been entrusted with the 
words of warding which kept the charred remains of the 
wizard safely immured within the black box. He began to 
mutter strange words in an alien tongue as the other two 
surveyed the scene.  

The charnel odor had reached a feverish intensity 
inside the tomb. Perhaps responding to an instinctive 
loathing, Brother Kieran and Brother Lennox drew their 
swords again. Hardened veterans of numerous battles, 
they were nonetheless chilled by the natural fighting-
man’s dread of the intangible. A living foe could be slashed 
and slain. This business with graves and fell magic was 
beyond their expertise. They had not known what to expect 
during their journey below. The elders of Strigoi believed 
that the rash of living corpses and manlike abominations 
that plagued the city was connected to the presence of 
Malacanthus’s remains among their honorable dead, like a 
rotten apple at the bottom of a barrel. One of the elders, a 
gaunt, sunken-cheeked scarecrow called Abantyr, was 
most insistent on this point. They had asked for his skull’s 
return to the city above, where the elders planned some 
necromancy involving the relic to hopefully stem the tide. 
Perhaps even the cursed soil could finally be made good 
again. But despite their words of warning, the adventurers 
had encountered nothing more dangerous than a few 
spiders, easily crushed beneath an iron heel. 

Their vigil was disturbed by a hiss from Brother 
Miraval, who had finished his ministrations and opened 
the reliquary. Kieran and Lennox rushed to his side while, 
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around them, the shadows cast by torchlight played upon 
the piles of corpses like a scene from an antechamber in 
Hell. Within the black box lay a pile of mostly ash, with a 
few fragments of bone intermixed. It was surmounted by a 
black skull, charred by the inquisitors’ flames of old. And 
above the eye-sockets, there was a bright splash of blood 
that strangely seemed a riot of color under the torchlight. 

"Something under the lid," said Miraval, holding up his 
finger to show where he had been deeply cut while opening 
the box. "By Mel-aq’s brazen balls, it felt like something bit 
me." He tore a bit of rag from the end of Lennox’s torch 
and tried to stop the bleeding. Brother Kieran irritably 
swept his free hand through the pile of black bone dust 
searching for a culprit, then saw under the lid a hook-
shaped blade cunningly designed to spring out when the 
lid-latch was opened. "I’ll wring that Abantyr’s neck for 
forgetting to mention that the reliquary was booby-
trapped. He seemed to know about every blasted thing else 
down here. Well, we have the damned thing, so let’s 
begone from this pit," he said hoarsely. Lennox grunted in 
assent, and then both men looked into the face of Brother 
Miraval. 

It was like being eye to eye with a ghost. The face, 
moments ago in the flush of life, now seemed almost 
entirely drained of color. The eyes that once sparkled with 
intelligence now gleamed dully with a desperate confusion. 
Beads of sweat stood out on the warrior’s face. "By 
Iskander!" he cried, "I am wounded! But where is the din of 
battle? Everything is deathly quiet. Orlando, blow your 
horn! We’ll give them one last sally; come on, you dogs! 
Fight!" he raved in his delirium. Suddenly drawing his 
sword and slashing the air, Brother Miraval seemed to be 
fighting an invisible enemy. As his two horrified 
companions stepped back to avoid being split from 
shoulder to waist, their doomed comrade uttered a terrified 
shriek. "Something… draws me hence," he said, choking 
back a sob. "What are these faces? But, by gods… Ah, the 
eyes! The eyes!" And with that he dropped dead. 

"Poison! What plot is this!?" cried an enraged Lennox, 
regaining his senses somewhat. "Come, brother, we’ll turn 
that council chamber into a slaughterhouse and to Hell 
with this whole city!" Brother Kieran began to protest but 
was silenced by the sound of a great wind, though the 
torches were not affected by it; an enormous room-filling 
whoosh that seemed to be coming from everywhere and 
nowhere, and reverberated inside the two survivors’ skulls. 
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As the immense sound grew in intensity, it seemed to gain 
an aspect that suggested the sound of beating wings. From 
the sweating stones around them, the miasma that had 
taunted the party throughout their underground search 
seemed to take on a physical form as a sickly green mist 
swelled around them. Finally, the rushing sound subsided 
as it gave way to a profane, mirthless chuckle that 
sounded like iron grating against bone.  

"Yes, to Hell with Strigoi and their feeble masters," said 
a voice that resembled a demon’s impression of something 
once human. "But first, I’ll feed on you two fools! Your 
pitiful friend’s essence was just enough to whet my 
appetite, but I need more! More! Ah… the hunger!" In the 
midst of the green fog appeared simply a head, no more, of 
a gray-haired man whose soulless eyes and downturned 
mouth reflected the ultimate cruel cynicism of the 
universe. It sailed over towards a heap of the freshest 
corpses in the chamber, and the pile began to horridly 
shift and meld together into a hulking shambles, a 
congeries of heads and limbs that was an affront towards 
nature and sanity alike. With a roar, Lennox drew his 
blade and rushed, hacking at the monstrosity. Kieran, the 
realization of betrayal coming over him, drew his own 
sword and cried, "Abantyr!" 

"What! Ah yes, that fool. He thinks he’ll serve me in the 
time to come, and perhaps he will… as my chief eunuch!" 
The fiend uttered that unearthly chuckle again. "But for a 
vain idiot, I must admit he does understand the power of 
blood. Your companion’s blood was enough to draw me 
back to this world, as it was enough to send him to Hell in 
my place!"  

"Then the things that have been stalking by night, 
despite the curse…" 

"Mere bait to lure strong specimens down to my crypt. 
The psychic energy of this place gives me some power, yes, 
enough to influence things around me, and those above 
who are receptive to it. But to come back from beyond… I 
need life force! I need blood!" 

The abomination swept a grotesque arm at Lennox’s 
head as he dodged and slashed open a yard of flesh across 
its hide. It made a bestial yet hollow-sounding cry in 
response, as a black ichor flowed out of the rotten meat 
that was beginning to hang in tatters about its massive 
frame. Its clumsy attacks were no match for the skilled 
blade, yet the hulk fought on with supernatural vitality 
though it was being gored to ribbons. Brother Kieran, 
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stepping into the fray at last, made eye contact with one of 
the heads that was sprouting out of the thing’s shoulder, 
and it blinked at him. Kieran stabbed in revulsion into the 
face, and when he did so, another gout of black blood flew 
from it. But this time, the visage of Malacanthus grimaced 
in pain as it uttered a yell that made Kieran’s teeth rattle. 
And as he looked downward, he saw the blackened skull, 
forgotten where it lay on the ground, glowing with a black 
light where the dead thing’s black blood had spattered 
upon it.  

In the confusion, the abomination staggered and 
Lennox, seeing a break in the thing’s onslaught, rained 
several more blows upon it. Kieran, realizing what had 
happened, frantically dove for the wizard’s skull as the 
disembodied head sailed in front of his face, the expression 
twisted into a rictus of undying hatred. "Worm! Maggot! I’ll 
give you eternal life for the sole purpose of peeling the skin 
from your bones every day for ten thousand years!" 

"Silence, you damned fiend! You’ve lost! The power of 
blood… ! Blood started this, and now blood will end it!" 
and so saying, Kieran thrust the skull of Malacanthus into 
a gaping wound on the shambling corpse-pile, showering it 
in black blood. With a scream as loud as the rush of wind 
which had announced Malacanthus’s return, the 
abomination fell to the ground with a heavy thud and the 
wizard’s head disappeared and was seen no more. 

"Now," said Kieran to an amazed Lennox, "Let’s return 
to Strigoi and pay Abantyr a visit." The other nodded his 
assent. 
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Graham's tale of secret serpents returns to the wellspring, the origin 
point of the first tropes of sword and sorcery: Howard's Conan 
story, "The Phoenix on the Sword." Here a barbarian "Ulraath" 
discovers that the fortune tellers of the civilized south are not very 
reliable and charge far too high a price. 

 
THE AUGUR OF KHOALSE 

Corey Graham 
 

Pithar was cautious as he moved the heavy cloth to the 
side, revealing Augur of Khoalse’s chambers. As a man 
from the Far North, past the mountains of Krasvynia, he 
had no need for Augurs who read fortunes from the 
entrails of the dead. The wisewoman of his village had 
done the same, but she had also been able to read the 
fortunes of those who asked in the flight of birds, and in 
the pulp of leaves they drank in bitter brews. But no such 
wisewomen lived in the cloyingly close walls of Khoalse, so 
the barbarian had to make do with what was available. As 
he worked the thin gathering of spit in his mouth to get rid 
of the dirt and desert dust of the streets, the Augur 
entered the room from a hidden door.  

The old and wizened man entered, his back bent and 
twisted by time and whatever duties an Augur possessed. 
Maybe the weight of a thousand fortunes and a thousand 
possible futures weighed heavily on the man. Pithar did 
not know. All he knew was that the man brought with him 
a chill, something that made Pithar think of the vast black 
of the night skies when the stars were not visible, of that 
impossible coldness that must exist between such shining 
points. His mouth even dryer than before, the large 
tribesman walked farther into the room, the soft leather of 
his boots barely making a sound against the cool marble.  

"I have come--"  
"You came for your fortune." The Augur’s voice came 

from the deep hood of his robes, sibilant and crackling at 
the edges, like the oldest of parchments used by the 
mystics of Hishan. It made the hairs on Pithar’s neck 
stand up, and it took every bit of will that he had for the 
red-headed warrior to not drop his hand to the hilt of his 
sword. The Augur seemed to see him from the blackness of 
the hood, turning slightly towards the table and chairs 
near to them, "Come, man of Uraalth. Sit, and I will tell 
you your fortunes."  

Pithar took a step forward, followed by another. Each 
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step felt like he was walking against some sort of invisible 
wall, closing in on him, dragging his body down like cold 
marsh mud. A faint sheen of cold sweat broke out on his 
face, but Pithar persisted. He had been warned when he 
arrived that the Augur of Khoalse was not for everyone to 
see and that you would have to prove that you truly 
desired your fortune to be found by the servant of time. 
This must be part of it, this invisible wall. If he turned 
back now or asked for assistance, then surely his fortune 
would not be read, or only negativity would come from the 
guts of whatever creature was used during the sacrifice.  

Finally, with a feeling that could be described as 
tearing through, his outstretched hand gripped the back of 
the chair and he collapsed into it. His chest heaved like 
the great bellows at the army blacksmith’s forge, rivulets of 
cold sweat running down his face, chilling his chest and 
back.  

A short, cold chuckle sounded from the hood of the 
Augur, and the bent and twisted man shuffled around to 
the opposite side of the table. Pithar watched, the length of 
the robes catching his eyes for some reason, the long train 
of his robe marking the movement in the dust of the floor. 
Every home in Khoalse had to be vigilant against the 
gathering dust, the drought of the desert having gripped 
the city these past few months. It was said that the 
predictions of the Augurs were the only thing that kept the 
people from rioting in fear, and that was the level of magic 
that Pithar was willing to pay for to find his future.  

"You have come for your future, Uraalth." The voice 
spoke, still cracking at the edges, but the strange hissing 
not as noticeable as before. Pale hands, almost translucent 
in the flickering light of the candles, appeared from the 
oversized sleeves. Jagged and long, the Augur’s fingernails 
were stained an unhealthy crimson, dried gore gathered at 
the base where the fingertips met the nail. The Augur lifted 
the lid of a small pot, the stench of offal and half-
coagulated blood, making Pithar feel like retching. The 
Augur giggled, the sound strange and foreign in such a 
place and from such an ancient, and it spoke again. "Even 
without the entrails of a creature, I can tell you that your 
fortune involves serpents."  

He had smelled the blood and gore of a hundred 
battlefields, the stench of men opened by uncaring steel so 
that their gut-rope was pooled in their lap as they 
desperately tried to push it inside of themselves again. But 
something about the blood mixture that now painted the 
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fingers of the Augur smelled foul, tainted in a way that 
made his skin crawl, muscles twitching as if they were 
poised to explode into fight or flight. Pithar exerted control 
over his animal instincts, scowling at the Augur, and 
finding his voice. The thick smoke from incense, some sort 
of pressed chip of moss from Marshlunn, muffled his voice 
and stung his eyes, but the words still rang firm from his 
lips.  

"No games, Augur. No talk of serpents, for every 
serpent I have seen I have crushed under my boot. I have 
come for my fortunes." He grabbed a bag from his belt, the 
unmistakable clinking together of coins audible as he 
tossed it to the table. "I have brought the required 
amounts, and your servants have already taken the fine 
bull I purchased for you to read his guts. Get on with your 
magic, so that we may part ways and I can wash the dirt of 
this city and the stench of this room from my throat with 
fine wine and company."  

As the Uraalth barbarian had spoken, the Augur had 
tilted his head to the side, only discernible by the way the 
hood of his robes had moved and hung. Pithar realized 
that he had overstepped his bounds and that maybe no 
supplicant had ever spoken to an Augur in such a way. As 
he opened his mouth to apologize for his shortness, he 
stopped. That hissing was back, and there were two points 
of light glowing from under that hood.  

"You dare!" The Augur spat, voice strong now, the hiss 
sharp. "YOU DARE!"  

Pithar fell back with a cry, and the table flipped to the 
side as the Augur suddenly tore through it with a speed 
and quickness that Pithar had never expected. As the hood 
fell back, Pithar glimpsed a reptilian face, frozen in a mask 
of rage, slit eyes glowing with anger and an inner fire. The 
tribesman turned his fall into a roll, coming to a crouch 
and drawing his sword as quickly as he could.  

His heart pounded in his ears, and he watched as the 
long robe fell from the creature. The Augur was a Scalian, 
one of the monsters from the deep and humid jungles to 
the south. It was said that they were slavers and raiders, 
capturing those that came too close to their hidden cities 
to be given as gifts to their living gods, giant serpents said 
to be immortal. The many tales of those that went to see 
the Augurs, never returning after their fortunes were read, 
made more sense to Pithar now. The magic wall that had 
slowed his movements and tired him also made sense, the 
tip of his sword wavering in the space between them from 
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the exhaustion in his limbs. The serpent man moved, head 
waving on the end of a long and flexible neck, almost as if 
he was trying to distract Pithar.  

A man was easy enough. You watched his stomach, his 
body, and it could tell you where he was going to move, 
how he would attack. This Scalian would not be so easy, 
the length and striking ability of their necks spoken about 
in hushed whispers by those that had fought them. Pithar 
gripped the leather wrap on the hilt of his sword tightly, 
the stained hide becoming darker with the sweat of his 
palms. The Scalian and the Uraalth circled each other, 
Pithar trying to watch both the center and neck of the 
serpent man.  

Quick as lightning, the Scalian struck, and Pithar 
managed to dodge the bite aimed for his face, the teeth 
instead digging into the tough meat of his shoulder. He 
cried out, more in rage than pain, smashing the heavy 
pommel of his sword against the corner of the serpent's 
jaw. A dull crack sounded through the room, the Scalian 
ripping meat from Pithar as it let go of the bite, roaring in 
pain, the sound a strange mixture of hissing and howling.  

The two combatants circled each other again. Blood ran 
freely from Pithar’s shoulder, and he shook his head, 
flinging sweat and damp hair from his face. The Scalian 
was hurt, jaw dangling strangely on the side that Pithar 
had struck, hissing and slobbering as it was unable to 
close the broken parts completely. Pithar felt a strange 
burning from the bite in his shoulder, and a cold weight 
settled in his stomach.  

Poison.  
Now this battle was one of speed. Could Pithar kill the 

serpent creature and find a healer before he succumbed to 
the poison? Or would the Scalian simply keep circling back 
to the exit so that Pithar could not escape, letting him die 
by whatever venom coursed through his bloodstream? 
Pithar strengthened his hand on his sword. No man of 
Uraalth would stand around and wait to die, and he would 
not be the first to do so. If he was to die, he would do so in 
such a way that this creature would be unable to eat 
whatever was left, and would find Pithar waiting for him in 
the Otherworld.  

The Scalian struck again, this time with its jagged 
claws. The crimson ichor that it had gathered moments 
earlier splattered across the floor and Pithar’s tunic, but 
the barbarian managed to avoid the claws. He felt 
somewhere deep in his soul, the part of himself that had 
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warned of stalking lions in the mountains of his home, 
that had warned him on the battlefield of an incoming 
strike that would have taken his life, that to be cut by 
anything with that blood on it would spell his doom far 
quicker than the poison of the serpent's bite. If Pithar 
could have made a run for the door, he would have, but 
the Scalian blocked his way. That door spelled life and 
freedom as much as wings spelled freedom and life for an 
eagle. The brief thought of an eagle ignited a spark inside 
of Pithar, a spark that built a raging fire that's heat 
traveled up his throat and expelled from his lips.  

"Udur!" Pithar roared the name of the Northern god of 
the wind, the Eagle that hunted the snakes of darkness. It 
seemed appropriate, though he had not prayed or offered 
proper offering to his people’s gods since he had crossed 
over the mountains many years ago. Who knew if the 
Master of Winds was even listening? But even still, Pithar 
imagined that his sword moved with a quickness that 
could only be granted by divine wind, the sharpened 
Northern steel glittering in the light of the candles as it 
carved a tight arc in the cloying air of the divination room, 
parting white scale and red muscle and sinew under its 
razor edge. The serpent's head fell to the ground, the body 
crashing to the floor a moment later. The Augur’s mouth 
continued to open as if even beheaded, it looked to sink its 
fangs into Pithar’s flesh and inject more venom.  

Pithar gave it a wide berth, feeling a coldness starting 
to grow in his shoulder, and a brief glance at it showed the 
tanned flesh already starting to darken around the torn 
edges where he had been bitten. With a grunt, the 
Northerner sheathed his sword, tearing one of the cloths 
from the wall and wrapping it tightly around his shoulder 
joint above the bite. With another grunt, he opened the 
thick fabric that made up the doorway of this inner room, 
stumbling out into the bright streets of Khoalse, blue eyes 
unreadable as he squinted against the searing sun and 
swirling dust.  

"Did ye get the fortune ye wished?" a drunk, leaning 
against the sandstone stairs and taking advantage of the 
shade of the building, called to Pithar, taking another deep 
drink from a clay bottle. "Or were ye disappointed?"  

Pithar looked at the drunk for a moment, before he 
started to head towards where he knew healers had set up 
their businesses, hoping for one that would have an 
antidote for what was inside of him. He would prefer not to 
lose his arm, but he would prefer that over losing his life 
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completely. As the drunk continued to laugh to himself 
over what he felt was a joke, Pithar’s parting comment was 
lost to the sounds of laughter, the sounds of a city as it 
bustled around him.  

"The Augur told me to beware of snakes."  
Pithar of Uraalth, son of Pidur of Uraalth, disappeared 

into the crowds of Khoalse. Sooner or later, the Augur of 
Khoalse would be discovered, and it would be up to those 
who found him to reveal his nature to the city, or attempt 
to replace him. But as far as Pithar was concerned, it was 
time to see a healer and then leave the city. After all, he 
had just murdered the Augur who had told the city it 
would prosper in a few months, and that rain was on the 
way. If those fortunes proved false, he would rather be far 
gone from whatever destruction the populace visited on 
the city. 
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Howard's artistically ambitious tale collapses the distinction 
between the unreal and the real by situating the site of sword and 
sorcery in the troubled mind of a modern seeking healing in clinical 
therapy. Of particular note is Howard's clever use of "guided 
meditation" language to trance the reader into a world of dark 
sorcery. 

 

DARK MEDITATIONS 
J. Thomas Howard 

 
The man had barely slept in months.  He would at best 

be graced by a few hours a night.  After much deliberation, 
unsolicited advice, and haranguing by well-intentioned 
relatives, he sought out therapeutic reprieve from his 
troubles. 

The therapist had the man sit upon a comfortable 
couch.  Behind him was a wall woven with a tapestry of 
diplomas. The women must have been gorgeous in her 
youth, because her face still clung to beauty, as only lost 
causes can before their final defeat.  She suggested to the 
man that they try a meditation to relieve stress.  The man 
simply shrugged his muscled shoulders in compliance.  If 
she offered him snake oil, he would have bought it.  Such 
was his desperation. 

The woman took out a cassette and placed it in an 
aging tape player.  The man was briefly distracted from his 
dizzying fatigue by the tackiness of it all.  She pressed play 
and the tape began to play the sounds of the ocean.  

The woman spoke and it was almost musical.  
"This is a mindfulness meditation.  It will help you deal 

with everyday anxiety and stress so you can live life more 
in the present. Let’s start by just observing our thoughts.  
Imagine there are clouds passing over a beautiful blue sky.  
Let your thoughts float by. See them as separate from you.  
It is important to remember that your thoughts come from 
you and do not control you. Your everyday worries are just 
that… thoughts." 

The man was skeptical. 
She continued, "Now let’s focus on our breathing.  

Breath in for a count of three and out for a count of four.  
That will naturally relax us.  Try to focus on that still point 
between the breath. That is the present.  That is what it is 
to be mindful."  

She paused and her long lashes shadowed her emerald 
eyes.  "Now, let’s close our eyes. Try to remain focused on 
the breath. Remember every time you start to wander into 
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thought it’s okay. Don’t allow yourself to get stressed or 
angry about it. Just try to return your focus to the 
breathing. Meditation isn’t about judging.  It’s simply 
about being in the moment." 

His anxiety did not wane and he judged. 
She continued all the same: "Now imagine that you are 

enshrouded in a warm blanket. You think you hear the 
gentle caress of waves".   

The tape kicked in on queue. "As it grows louder you 
are sure you hear the gentle ebb and flow of water.  You 
awake to find yourself in a small boat, just by the 
shoreline. The water is clean, crisp, and where your boat is 
moored it is no more than a few feet deep. You look over 
the edge and see shimmering fish swimming. 

The warmth of the sun caresses your skin. You find it 
the perfect temperature for you. 

Your eyes travel from the majesty of the ocean to the 
shoreline. There you see beautiful white sands as 
alabaster as the moon on perfectly still nights. Upwards, 
your eyes wander to find hills covered in heather and a 
rainbow cascade of flowers. Tall grass dances in the wind 
in perfect harmony with the radiance of the blossoms.   

You turn to look out into the expanse of the ocean.  It is 
utterly blue and stands partner to the clear sky. You see 
the curvature of this mighty world.  The waves shimmer as 
a school of dolphins plays carefree in them. 

Suddenly, you hear the gentle cry of a bird. It does not 
startle you but serves as punctuation to the cadence of 
this spectacular world.  You look up and see a magnificent 
white eagle. It is unlike any bird you have seen before. Its 
color glistens like the embodiment of the loving warmth of 
the sun. 

It lands on the opposite seat in the boat. Before you can 
blink it has taken a new shape. It is not human yet 
familiar. Its radiant warmth is like the platonic ideal of this 
world’s beauty come to life.  It does not speak aloud, but in 
your thoughts you hear it ask ‘what’s wrong?’ 

At first you are confused. Then you realize why it asks.  
You look down at your hands and see an obsidian sphere.  
You realize that this sphere is all of your worries and 
anxieties. They have no place in this august world.  Their 
darkness is alien to this serenity. 

The being asks you to hand the shadowy sphere of fears 
over. It will make your worries into nothing. It takes the ball 
from you and you see the dark colors vanish. Now the sphere 
has the appearance of diamond just catching the light." 
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That was not what the man saw. He saw the figure cry 
out, though it gave no sound.  The darkness of the ball 
began to engulf the glimmering creature. The inversion of 
light leapt into the waves and dead fish floated up. The 
cerulean skies darkened with the malefic coming of a 
squall.   

The darkness slithered onwards from the burning 
tenebrous sphere onto the hills and into the ocean. The 
dolphins turned upon each other and devoured their kin.  
Their terrible cries wrung out even over the sirens of the 
coming storm. The flowers on the hill wilted and only thick 
bramble jagged with thorns remained. 

The blackness came for the man in all its jet horror and 
he leapt from the boat into the blackening surf. 

 
*** 

 
When the man awoke he was not in the office, nor was 

he in the imagined world of meditation. He stood in the 
cascading doom of a dead sea bottom. It ran as far as the 
horizons.  The expanse painted only empty death. Great 
leviathans lay fossilized and their bones sung in the winds 
of their forgotten despairs. The man shuddered at the sight 
of them. He could not rest his gaze upon the monstrous 
skeletons for long. Trying to understand how the oddly 
shaped bones once moved flesh drove him mad and 
brought a fear equal to the darkness that he had fled.  So, 
he did not linger. 

How long he wandered, he did not know. Then, at last, 
he saw what could only be ruins of manmade creation. In 
a circle, great pillars, now long dilapidated, stood before 
him. The man ran to it with newfound strength. 

He came into the skeleton of splendor. There he studied 
the brilliance of the alien architecture. However, this study 
was cut short by a more captivating sight. In the center of 
the dead building lay a field of sand. Once alabaster 
sands, like the beach from his meditation, were now dyed 
with unknown substances and gave off a sickly hue.  
Standing there, as if anticipating his arrival, was a woman 
unlike any he had seen before. She was utterly beautiful.  
Her curvaceous form was barely contained by leathery 
trappings of amethyst. Her skin glowed in the light of the 
alien sun, colors swimming like mother of pearl. Her hair 
was emerald and ran in cataracts to the very sandy floor, 
like a radiant cape. She gestured for him to come to her. 

There was something terrible to her silhouette. It 
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reminded him of ancient stories of men lead to their death 
by sirens of the sea. He marched on all the same, even as 
she waved again, and he saw her talon-like nails. The 
closer he drew the more he realized she was a giant before 
him. 

The face. There was something familiar in the comely 
features. 

The man recognized what she held in her idle hand, 
though it was a thing long outmoded in his world.  It was a 
sheath and no doubt the wooden pommel lead to a sword 
within. The grip was wrapped in a purple leathery material 
that matched the robes of the woman. Though this fabric, 
unlike her trappings, was worn and had no glamor to it.  
The hilt bore no cross guard. 

She spoke in a voice as tempestuous as the squall that 
had brought him to this world, but it was beautiful all the 
same.  

"I have waited long for you, Abadd." 
That was not his name. 
"Abadd, I know you do not remember, but you must.  

For the sake of the ritual and my own sake." 
The man stared blankly. 
"How can you have forgotten me?" She pleaded in a 

voice that would have driven even the most pious man to 
the gates of sin. She leaned down, for she was impossibly 
tall, and kissed him. He wanted to grasp her lithe form, 
but found his body frozen.  Her malachite eyes implored 
him but no recollections came. 

"Abadd, take your sword. Perhaps if you held your 
ancestral blade once more you would remember me, and 
remember all you must do." 

Clumsily, the man placed his hand on the grip and 
drew the sword.  The blade he drew was made not of steel, 
but of obsidian.  This color, this darkness, he knew from 
the jewel of his worries. The man stepped back and swung 
the sword.  It whistled through the air. For a moment he 
thought the tune was familiar, but it fled. 

"Who are you?" He finally spoke, no longer 
dumbfounded. 

"How can you ask me that?" she asked.  Her tone was 
cold and distant.  He could taste her hurt in the air. 

"Come, Abadd," she said turning away from him.  
"There is no time to reminisce.  You must complete the 
ritual before the moon crosses the sun." 

It was in that instance he felt the air cool. A jagged 
moon, of no shapely circle, began to make its way across 
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the foreign sun.  It obfuscated the light and a false night 
came. 

"You must slay him before the sun returns, or else you 
are lost to me forever, Abadd. Lost to us forever, my 
beloved." 

As if in answer to her words, a figure marched through 
a long dead entryway into the coliseum. The figure was 
hulking and his shadow cast shades of fear. The opponent 
was neither man nor beast.  He was some amalgamation of 
both, but he was not hideous to behold. No, there was an 
elegance to his massive frame. It was like his ancestors 
had split from man early on, and instead of developing 
around community and intelligence, they took up the 
traits of the lonely predator. 

The figure was bound in a great harness of leathery 
armor. From it hung many fetishes and trophies.  
Strapped across his back was a great sword made of flint.  
He did not speak a word.  He simply bellowed a dreadful 
alien cry, and advanced. 

"You must slay him quickly or else our ritual will fail," 
the woman cried as she fled the field.  

The man did not know how to fight. He was youthful 
and well-built for the slothful era he lived in, and he had 
more athleticism than most, but that was no achievement.  
Still, he managed to avoid the first arc of the massive great 
sword.  The unreality of the experience vanished as the 
second swing found purchase and grazed the side of his 
arm.  Blood dripped and with it came awareness. 

There was no choice but to fight!  So, the man took up 
a stance he scarcely remembered from college boxing.  He 
struck out with the obsidian sword. The great sword 
parried him with ease. A massive fist smashed into the 
man’s face.  He was dazed and fell back.  The man tasted 
the tang of iron.  The great sword came around again and 
the man saw his doom. The jet blade caught the blow.  The 
man pushed back with a strength he did not know he had.  
His adversary was amused.  His tusked face smiled.  The 
man struck out once more, adapting what he remembered 
of boxing, with this newfound instinct for the sword.  They 
danced and as time passed the man’s dance of death 
became more eloquent.  Was he remembering something?  
Was something of this Abadd translating onto him?  Did 
some memory of warfare lie buried beneath?  As these 
thoughts ran through his mind, the picture of the alien 
woman came to him.  Something in his heart yearned to 
see her again and he knew he could not fail her. 
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The man landed a glancing blow that caught 
unprotected fur and flesh.  The beast-man growled and 
countered.  The blow nearly took out the man’s leg, but 
somehow he remembered how to sidestep and to parry.  A 
snarl rang out noting the man’s success.  The man once 
more found purchase with his blade.  Gore tallied another 
point to his score. 

The beast-man roared out all the louder and began a 
series of circling strikes.  He pressed the advantage of his 
weapon’s reach.  For all its décor the obsidian sword was 
too short.  The man was forced back.  Soon he would be 
pressed against one of the pillars. If he were to be pinned 
his cause would truly be lost.  Like some wakeful dream 
he began a series of strikes that navigated his enemy’s 
reach.  He lunged for the beast-man.  His sword swung 
true.  His enemy ejaculated blood wildly and the great 
sword, and still clutching hand, fell.  

The beast-man roared and fell to the coliseum’s floor.  
The sand, with its patches of long dried blood, erupted 
with the force of the fall.  The man pressed his chance.  He 
swiped down to behead his enemy.  Suddenly, from some 
hidden crevasse the beast-man drew a stone dagger.  He 
lunged under the man’s sword stroke.  There was no time 
to react.  The man felt a terrible pain in his belly.  The 
alien sun was full. 

*** 
The man woke to the face of his therapist, with its lines 

of time’s cruel chisel, and he recognized her.  He stood and 
went to speak.  Her face was suddenly pale.  The man 
looked down and saw blood bubbling through his shirt. 

 "Alas, I was mistaken.  You are not my Abadd," he 
thought he heard her say. Then he knew only darkness. 
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Maurer's tale, written in the present tense, provides a hazy, 
dreamlike experience, evocative of the unreality that imbues the 
sensorium in times of great pain. In a setting that might be 
glimpsed through the frame of a disturbing Wayne Barlowe 
painting, a declining society continues to force its taboos. 

 

THE MORTAL ESSENCE 
Ulysses Maurer 

 
Only one certainty remains for those caught in the 

chaos of civilization’s end: nothing is certain. For Pyotr, 
who had the privilege of watching the turmoil from a 
higher vantage point, a different certainty made itself clear: 
magic was never meant for mortals. While the masses find 
their worldview collapsing with the world itself, he finds 
yet more confirmation of the flagellant-monks’ dogma, and 
a sense of grim pride in his mission of saving the victims’ 
souls. It will fall to heroes, not to him, to save the world. 

After his morning rites, Pyotr gazes out over the side of 
Mount Zenel and wonders how much world is even left to 
be saved. The Crimson Mist has become so dense and now 
reaches so high that it forms an impenetrable sea blocking 
any sight of the villages at ground level. For all that the 
flagellant-monks are denied, whether by asceticism or 
circumstance, it’s the unknowability of the world below the 
mountain peaks that creates the most anxiety in Pyotr. 
Then again, such pain is the purpose of a flagellant. The 
Creator demands penance, and if unbelievers refuse to pay 
the price of their transgressions, martyrs must save their 
thankless souls by accepting the burden of suffering on 
their behalf. 

Enough rest. Pyotr steps away from the cliff, the 
clinking of his weapon’s chains breaking the silence. The 
first strike is always the most difficult, but once a wound 
is already there, it’s easier to dig more. Most flagellants 
will deliver the first lashing of the day to each other for 
that very reason, but Pyotr is not most flagellants; that 
much is obvious from his instrument. In place of the 
standard whip is a single-handed flail, its triad of spiked 
iron orbs dangling from a wooden hilt. The world 
dismissed such weapons as impractical, liable to hurt their 
own wielders; the monastics saw that as a blessing, an 
honor to bestow on those who have proven themselves 
most capable of withstanding the torment. With an 
upward swing over his shoulder, Pyotr flays his own back 
with the weapon, groaning from the sting of sliced flesh 
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and bruising skin. Through all the practice and all the 
advancements to more brutal tools of self-destruction, the 
pain never lessens. Pyotr only adjusts to it. 

The monk’s mind falls into its proper trance by muscle 
memory. He paces in a wide circle, around and around, his 
pained groans accompanying the swinging of chains and 
the crash of metal against meat. Streams of blood cascade 
down the scars carved through his back like ravines, 
falling off his form at the ends to feed the cold stone. Time 
blurs. Minutes and hours become indistinguishable. The 
mind threatens to give in entirely. 

All flagellants need something to hold onto their psyche 
during the sacred duty. For Pyotr, it’s the historic hymn, 
recently updated for grim new circumstances. It is the 
anchor to reality, the objective wisdom of the Church that 
has prevailed even as mortal institutions were proven 
wrong in their worldly philosophy. Interrupted by his own 
brief cries, he recites how the Creator bestowed a dual 
nature on all living things, making them all from both 
sinful matter and holy water, from the meekest man’s flesh 
and blood to the tallest tree’s wood and sap. He chants 
that for universal harmony to be maintained, the profane 
cannot overtake the sacred. Flesh cannot overrun blood. 

It is during this verse that Pyotr flays himself the 
fastest, desperate to slash away all the meat he can, no 
matter how his pain receptors object. While the others are 
gracefully scrawny from all fat and muscle being released, 
his form finds strength in its self-inflicted adversity, 
regenerating more each night than can be destroyed in the 
day. His muscular build might impress the worldly, but to 
his own eyes, its very existence is vanity and gluttony. It is 
imbalanced, flawed, and trying to fix it does nothing. 
Pyotr’s spirit wants to submit, but his body insists on 
defiant growth, like a cancer. 

In the battle of mind against matter, it feels like only 
matter can win. But despair is the enemy of faith, and 
faith is no privilege in a dying age--it is a necessity, one to 
be held even at the cost of all else. Pyotr trudges on, each 
swing of the flail bashing his bones, his pacing circle 
marked by a spotty trail of dark red across the rock. He 
keeps singing, his own voice deafening him to the stirring 
in the Crimson Mist. 

He sings in tragic notes of the imbalance that brought 
the ruin, of civilization’s indulgence in fleshly pleasures 
over penance, and of the day when the Devils enacted their 
cruel solution by awakening the dormant hemomancy in 
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their chosen bloodlines. Pyotr’s eyes tear up from the pain 
of shed ichor, frayed skin and memories still fresh as he 
laments how the blood-magicians used their gifts for 
personal gain, and how it was that selfish mysticism which 
attracted the Demons to the mortal world. In traditional 
lyrics he laments the destruction that followed in the wake 
of such beasts: the war hounds, their mouths dripping 
with venom and lined with sharpened swords; the flesh-
serpents, whose dweomer renders them undetectable to all 
but their chosen victim; the harvesters, undying spectres 
able to cull masses with but a gaze and a gesture. 

Pyotr can only hope that his parents aren’t among the 
masses culled in those early days. He sighs longingly, 
wishing he could seek, but to find would be failure. Failure 
to deny himself the family ties that all flagellant-monks are 
sworn to go without. When he thinks of the need to repel 
the Demons by watering the earth with sacred scarlet, he 
strikes himself. When he thinks of his own shortcomings, 
failings that indicate the humanity he wishes he could 
transcend, he strikes himself harder. The slicing of skin 
masks the sound of the creature creeping up the 
mountainside. 

What isn’t masked is the smell, a scent that makes 
Pytor stop in his tracks: the hated aroma of sweet fruit, of 
fresh peaches and strawberries just picked. The flagellant 
lowers his weapon, snorts, and feels a shiver of dread run 
down his battered spine. Yes, it’s unmistakable. Pyotr 
turns toward the cliffside to face the approaching doom. If 
it was all sulfur and decay then he could just handle the 
imp with a swat from his flail, but imps don’t have the 
power to hide their hellish aura with pleasant temptations. 
That power belongs only to the ones worth fearing. As the 
flesh-serpent rises over the edge of the cliff and looks down 
on Pyotr with eyes the colour of honey, he knows that to 
cry for help will be futile. Mount Zenel was the last place 
left to run, and the assistance of broken holy men armed 
with whips and blind to the threat will do little good. 

The creature’s body is wider than Pyotr is tall, and it 
stands as high as the monastery itself. No scales cover its 
body, only human skin littered with scrapes, cuts and 
bruises from its slithering across rough terrain. Its open 
maw reveals a pair of teeth made not of bone, but of liquid 
blood shaped into fangs by the same hemomancy that 
attracted the flesh-serpent to this world. Crimson Mist 
spills out of its mouth, descending like a waterfall to the 
stone below. 
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The flight instinct fails. Despite the monster’s size, 
Pyotr sees its countenance as so pitiful, its existence as 
such a blight, that he registers it less as a threat than a 
challenge. He steps one foot forward and holds the flail 
behind him, swinging it in small circles. Momentum builds 
in the iron orbs, droplets of blood flying off their spikes as 
they spin. 

Pyotr’s body tenses, bracing for a blow that doesn’t 
come. The creature’s mouth closes, and its eyes begin to 
glow. A smart man would run for cover. Pyotr runs forward 
and takes a horizontal swing at the beast’s body. The 
spikes leave long, shallow cuts. A shout of exertion and an 
overhand strike. Several punctures. Streams of crimson 
run down the skin. He pulls. The weapon is stuck. The 
flesh-serpent hisses. It curls away from the cliff, 
separating Pyotr from his instrument lodged in its body. 
He only has a moment to process what’s happening before 
the snake’s jaw unhinges and unleashes a pillar of 
Crimson Mist, bathing him in hellish power. 

Sand particles assault the eyes. Smoke forces its way 
into the lungs, choking out all air. The Crimson Mist seeps 
into the monk’s wounds, siphoning his life force directly. 
In disoriented agony he screams, only to allow more 
Crimson Mist in through the throat. He can feel his soul 
being mutilated. 

It is here, 
subsumed in the essence of chaos, 
blind to the world, 
cut off from his weapon, 
from his brothers in faith, 
alone with the beast 
and Hell itself in his veins 
that Pyotr discovers in his tortured soul 
an unwanted gift for a chosen bloodline. 
The squall of red stops. The flesh-serpent brings its 

head closer to investigate the corpse of its prey, only to 
find a man still standing amidst the cloud of death. Pyotr 
throws an open hand forward, and as thoughtless and 
naturally as flexing a muscle, he draws a stream of blood 
from the snake’s open wounds toward himself. It 
screeches. This flowing river dislodges the flail, and he 
catches it in his outstretched hand. The red liquid 
congregates into a floating sphere, ready to obey the 
hemomancer’s command. Diabolic instincts of how to 
control it invade his mind. There is no surprise to process 
in this state of mind, only the will to survive by any means 
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necessary, however those means are acquired. 
The Demon rears up and lunges its open maw toward 

Pyotr. He evades with a psychic pull on his body’s blood 
and a leap to the side. He evades with a leap to the side, 
enhanced by a pull on his own body’s blood. Cut off from 
the floating orb by the beast’s head. Opportunity. With 
gestures of the hand he splits the sphere, shapes one half 
into a spike and pulls it toward himself. The perfect angle. 
It drives into the flesh-serpent’s eye. The monster shrieks, 
recoils from the cliff, hisses, and avenges lost sight with 
another pillar of Crimson Mist. Pyotr cries out from the 
terrible sensation of being consumed by the dark, the 
twisted power of the sin he exists to save others from. The 
relentless wind forces the flail from his grasp, blowing it 
far behind its wielder. Consciousness being pulled away 
with the life force, but his wounded back burns as though 
doused with acid. The pain preserves the mind. The reason 
to be. 

Even with eyes shut, Pyotr can feel where the blood-orb 
is. A beacon in the darkness. He raises a hand and directs 
the rest of the blood to form a wall above him, blocking the 
blast. The storm calms. A sane man would channel the 
vital energies to heal his wounds. Instead he forms the red 
liquid into a spear, clutches it in his hands, opens his 
teary eyes, throws it with furious strength, and watches as 
the snake sways to avoid it easily. It has had enough. 

The flesh-serpent stares at Pyotr with one good eye, the 
other streaming red. Its hiss resounds across the 
mountain, audible only to the target its twin crimson fangs 
plunge downward. Pyotr throws his hands up and pushes 
with all of his newborn hemokinetic might against the 
teeth of blood. Stillness. The monster’s head stays where it 
is, tips of the fangs ten feet above the blood-mage. Man 
and beast both tremble. Its eyes stay locked on him. He 
grunts and falls to his knees under the pressure. The teeth 
slowly approach. Options: he won’t win this contest of 
strength. He can’t pull himself out of the way without 
letting go of the teeth. It’s too close. It’ll strike too fast. 
There’s only one move worth trying, one hope to have faith 
in. 

The flesh-serpent bears down as hard as it can. Pyotr 
obliges. He drops all resistance for an instant, letting the 
maw close half the distance before clamping his eyes shut 
and pushing back with all his power against the moving 
force! 

A wet piercing sound. Pyotr looks up to see the result: 
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the head held in place, the blood-fangs gone. Only their 
very tips emitting from the roof of the mouth reveal how 
between the teeth, the resisting force and the skull, the 
last was the first to give. The monk releases his telekinetic 
grip on the teeth, prompting them to melt down to true 
liquid and the unsupported head to fall to the stone 
ground with a fleshy thump. Crimson Mist still pours from 
its mouth, running down the mountain alongside the 
serpentine corpse, its perched carcass a monument to its 
failed hunt. 

Pyotr breathes. He breathes like it’s a privilege to be 
enjoyed only as long as it lasts. An inexplicable smile 
plasters his face as he stumbles back to his feet. He won. 
The Demon is defeated, destroyed, and he lives where 
seconds ago death hung just above. Multiple gasps at once 
prompt Pyotr to turn in surprise, seeing five of the other 
flagellants behind him. They stare bewildered at the flesh-
serpent’s corpse finally visible to them. All stare but one, 
who walks slowly toward Pyotr with fierce eyes meeting the 
victor’s. How long were they standing there, watching their 
fellow scream, wrestle and fight against a menace they 
couldn’t see? 

He’s exhausted. Overwhelmed. He barely even registers 
what his brother-in-faith is saying. Something about 
blood-magic? About the Demon being attracted here by it? 
No place for a cursed bloodline? Pyotr would have blacked 
out within seconds even if the accuser didn’t strike him 
over the head with his own flail. 
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Clark's dark allegory of a charismatic's contempt for the humanity 
of his followers provides insight even as it entertains. In the middle 
of nowhere, a stranger can threaten a weary traveler; alas, a 
sorcerous rescue can be more dangerous than any stranger. 

 
HOUNDS 
Chuck Clark 

 
Turkael was dying.  
He could feel it in the dry hollow of his gut, strength 

leaving his body and leaving nothing behind. The 
waterskin hanging at his neck was an empty jest. He had 
descended from the dry mountains into a canyon, but one 
canyon led to another, and another yet. By the time he 
realized he was delirious, he had gone too far to find his 
way back out.  

He looked down at his arm. After hard months in the 
wild, powerful muscle still lay thick over most of his body. 
His arm, however, was pale and twisted, his hand a pitiful 
ruin.  

In the months since he abandoned his home, he had 
avoided the villages of the river, traveling east into high 
and empty places. He had survived where other men would 
have perished, but this was an unfamiliar land, far from 
the village and people he had known his entire life. His 
resilience had reached its limit. 

Even if his arm were somehow restored, this place 
would still be the death of him.  

He traveled deeper into the twisting maze, and deeper 
into his own memories. The barren stone walls became a 
series of faces, the people of his village lined up, staring at 
him with horror, with fear, with rage. Nowhere did he see 
the looks of joy and welcome they wore when he had 
recovered their stolen ancestral totem. He had saved their 
god, and then saved it again, but in doing so he had set it 
free, and that could not be forgiven. If his people still 
spoke his name, it must be a terrible curse. He knew that 
these visions were not a tangible reality, but they were real 
all the same. His steps faltered, and the faces filled his 
vision, and then the ground filled his vision too.  

Either the light of the sun or the sound of the 
stranger's voice woke him, but the gentle drip of water in 
his mouth was what gave him the strength to open his 
eyes. A hazy shadow leaned over him, and he slowly forced 
his vision to focus. A small man, old but unbent, held a 
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wet rag above him, allowing drops of water to fall on his 
face. Turkael had no love or trust of strangers, and had 
circled wide in his wanderings to avoid other people. He 
swallowed, and the old man spoke.  

"Back with us, I see," the old man said in an easy, 
assured voice, thick with some strange, rich accent. "Drink 
sparingly. A few drops at a time. Too much, and your 
stomach will reject it."   

As he let the water work its way into his body, he 
forced his awareness back to his surroundings, a lifetime 
of honed instinct reasserting itself. At once, he felt a 
lightness in the sash at his waist, and saw his rough 
bronze knife just out of reach.  

The old man saw Turkael's eyes go to the blade, and 
chuckled. "No worries for your weapon. I had no wish to be 
misunderstood when you woke. I put it nearby and in 
plain sight, so you would not think me a thief or 
murderer."   

Still drinking the water a drop at a time, Turkael 
watched the old man carefully. Something was wrong here, 
and he knew in his bones that this stranger was more 
dangerous than he seemed.  

"I am a treasure hunter, I guess you could say," the old 
man said. "As you must be. Why else would a sane man 
venture so far into these old mountains?  And they are old, 
older by far than men know or guess. The kings who once 
dwelt here were wise and powerful beyond measure. The 
things they left behind are worth more than mere wealth."   

The man was not alone. Turkael heard men breathing, 
too many to pinpoint a direction or number. He did not 
allow his eyes to flicker, but the old man smiled.  

"Ah, I see you have noticed my hounds. You must have 
the ears of a hound yourself, to have heard them."  The old 
man whistled softly, and a face peered over the rim of the 
canyon. Another, and another, until a dozen faces gazed 
down at the two men. Then, all in a rush, the men 
scrambled down, springing back and forth, moving 
strangely. In his exhausted state, it took a moment for 
Turkael to recognize that the men were naked, leaping 
about on all fours, growling and snapping at each other 
like beasts. The feeling of danger became a deep, jarring 
revulsion, and he surged to his feet, his body responding 
to more than just physical danger. He leapt back as the 
men rushed toward him, snarling and baring their teeth. 
The old man whistled, and the men fell back, sitting on 
their haunches, their attention focused wholly on Turkael 
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with an intensity that held nothing of human 
understanding.  

The old man smiled pleasantly, but there was a terrible 
ugliness behind his face.  

"I see you admiring my hounds. Good, faithful 
creatures. Loyal, as only a hound can be. I once had men 
who followed me, but they never did stay loyal. Always 
scheming, looking to advance their own ends. Never willing 
to just follow. Hounds are different. They understand who 
is in charge. I used to raise hounds, long ago, when I was 
a different man, in a different life."  The old man looked up 
to the sky, seeing other times, other places. He smiled. 
"After a few mistakes, I learned how to train men the same 
way. Take them young, teach them how to obey. Finer 
than any man. A man, no matter what end he serves, only 
serves himself in the end. A hound serves his master."   

Turkael kept his face impassive and his tongue still, 
but the old man must have felt the revulsion emanating 
from him like heat. The old man sighed.  

"These canyons are a maze, and there is nothing within 
many days of travel, in any direction. Caravans track wide 
around them, and even bandits will not hide here. I have 
read the words of wise men long dead, and they led me to 
believe that the reason there is nothing around them is 
that there is something hidden within them. That these 
canyons were not carved by water or wind, but by 
something else. Something that carved them deliberately, 
to protect something."   

Without moving his eyes, Turkael measured the 
distance between himself and his knife. Though still weak, 
he could just reach it, but he would be prone on the 
ground. Even naked and unarmed, the men-- or hounds, 
as the old man had made of them-- would tear him apart. 
If it came to that, he intended to take as many with him as 
he could, and their master too. The old man spoke again.  

"I don't know what is hidden in this place, but to be so 
isolated, and for so long, I believe that it must be 
something of great value. I have searched for it for a long 
time, and my hounds have grown restless. They are loyal, 
but they do need some exercise, some excitement. My 
hounds need to hunt."   

The old man turned his back and began walking away.  
"I am glad you had some water. Whatever ails your 

arm, you are quick and strong, and will make fine sport. 
Get as far as you can before dark. I will hold my hounds 
back that long."   
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With a casual wave, the old man rounded a corner and 
was out of sight. His hounds crouched on all fours, their 
focus unwavering, panting heavily as they stared. Keeping 
his eyes on them, Turkael stepped sideways to pick up his 
knife. He turned and walked away, further into the 
labyrinth. He counted a hundred paces before he began to 
run.  

Too few miles later, the sun found the unseen horizon, 
and the deep shade in the bottom of the canyon became 
true darkness. Over his own rasping breath and pounding 
heart, he heard noises above, and knew that they were 
racing along the rim, and would certainly find him soon.  

Ahead, the high canyon walls opened, and there was a 
slope that would be the easiest place for them to come 
down. Knife in hand, Turkael bent his back into rushing 
for that spot, forcing his legs to push him up the steep, 
loose scree of the slope and into the moonlight above, even 
as he heard the harsh panting of the bestial men draw 
close. Heaving himself up the last treacherous footholds, 
he lashed out blindly with his good hand, just in time to 
catch his first assailant, its triumphant snarl rising to a 
desperate yelp as its face opened before the bronze edge. 
In its pain, it sounded even more like a beast than it 
already had, its essential nature reduced to something less 
than what it had been at birth.  

Turning back, Turkael dropped flat as another 
assailant leapt at him. It howled in fury as it sailed 
overhead, snapping teeth missing flesh by a hand's 
breadth. It landed further down the stony slope, howls 
becoming panicked screams as bones snapped, but 
another was already springing at him. Turkael drew in his 
legs and hammered his sandals into the creature's 
stomach, arresting its momentum and knocking it to the 
ground. Rolling to his feet, he thrust his knife into its 
belly, killing it as well.  

On the far side of the canyon, three more of the 
corrupted men paced back and forth howling, their prey in 
sight but not in reach. Somewhere, others answered. 
Sprinting away from the edge, Turkael saw another canyon 
slashing deep into the naked stone, and ran toward it, 
looking for a way down or across. By the time he found a 
place narrow enough to cross, he saw more of the 
houndmen outlined in moonlight, sprinting toward him. 
He jumped and ran on, knowing that he was looking for a 
place to die.  

Soon enough, he found a place. A wide, sunken bowl in 
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the earth, with a stone spire jutting up from the center. 
The weathered surface provided plenty of handholds. 
There was a narrow ledge not too far out of reach, with 
good cover, and space to stab and kick downward. If he 
could make it there, they would have to come at him one 
at a time, and he could at least take more with him when 
he fell. The strength he had regained with the water was 
fading, and the pack had all but caught up to him by the 
time he began hauling himself slowly up with his one good 
arm. He kicked one of the foul things away, dragging 
himself at last up to the ledge, his arm at the end of its 
strength. Bird droppings lay thick beneath him, and a 
vulture stared sullenly down from above, unimpressed 
with what it saw. It should have been more grateful. One 
way or another, it would be eating soon.  

The furious baying below him brought him back to the 
moment. Hounds or men, they would find a way to drag 
themselves up as well. Death had found him, but he would 
meet it well. Turning to set his back to the wall, he slipped 
in the loose droppings. As he sought his balance, the very 
stone he stood on gave way, plunging him down into the 
spire. Bouncing painfully down a narrow throat of stone, 
he slid to a heap, his battered body outraged beyond 
complaint. As his eyes adjusted to the greater dark, the 
moon's light filtered down through the opening, and he 
beheld a wonder.  

A great stone chair was set into the wall of the 
chamber, and in it sat the skeleton of a giant. Even seated, 
it was taller than him, and broader, encased in strange 
white armor. In one hand it held an enormous sword, and 
in the other a skull, carved of water-clear crystal. It should 
have looked comical, held in that giant's huge hand, but a 
sinister threat emanated from it, and somehow Turkael 
knew that everything in the chamber was mundane when 
held up against that skull.  

Alerted by the sound of stone scraping, he turned. The 
moonlight from above was briefly blocked, and the old man 
hopped lightly down into the chamber, clutching a long 
and much finer blade than his own rough knife.  

"I see that my hounds have inspired you to find what I 
could not."  The old man's rich, deep voice filled the 
chamber. "They have paid a steep price, but they are 
hounds after all. Loved dearly, but not so dearly as what I 
seek."   

He sauntered forward, his fine knife easy in his hand.  
"You have my gratitude for finding this place, but my 
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gratitude does not extend so far as mercy. I am afraid that 
I am quite done with you now."   

So saying, the old man lunged, much faster than would 
be expected of his elderly limbs. Turkael brought his own 
knife up, but the old man deftly slipped to the side and 
thrust again, scoring a shallow line along Turkael's ribs. 
Weaving like a serpent, the old man found his blood again, 
and yet again. Though larger and far stronger than the old 
man, he was weakened beyond any hope of endurance, 
and even his wolfish vitality was at last failing. Laughing 
cruelly, the old man drove his foot into his stomach, and 
he fell back, his twisted, deformed hand landing on the 
crystal skull.  

The dull wrongness he had felt since seeing the skull 
exploded into a cacophony of alarm, and he pulled back 
his hand, but the skull came with it, stuck to his fingers 
as though it were his own flesh. He whipped his arm out, 
desperate to fling the skull away, but it remained fast, 
grinning wildly. The old man raised his knife again.  

It seemed as though he heard a dim voice speaking in a 
strange tongue, and he spoke the words he heard, though 
they tortured his throat.  

Whatever those words were, they were gone from his 
mind as soon as they left his lips, leaving only a foul taste, 
as if the very shape of them in his mouth were a sickness. 
The old man stopped, the life in his eyes snuffed out, 
blown away by the strange, terrible words. His body fell to 
the floor as though it had never been a living thing.  

Turkael stared down at the crystal skull, and heard a 
word spoken within his head. It took him a long time to 
realize that, although he could not remember what he had 
heard, he was still screaming.  
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Folmar's prose is like a heady bumper of ancient wine; it artfully 
troubles the distinction between sword and sorcery narrative and 
Smith-esque prose poetry. Like Clark Ashton Smith, Folmar uses 
prose to paint an image stranger than any fever dream, of an 
assassin who makes a terrible choice for herself and her sisters. 

 
MOTHER OF MALEVOLENCE 

Chase A. Folmar 
 

As a reaping gale did Avyanthe and her siblings sweep 
through gardens spread vast with meticulously manicured 
foliage and the taut shadows of cruelly curled topiaries. 
Wearing long vaporal cloaks, which bled surrounding 
environs into the near-translucent cloth, they slipped all 
but unseen beneath red orbs of spying sorcery looming 
from on high, whose gaze showered the grounds below in a 
faint, erubescent lowe. The ziggurat of alabaster stone 
rising polyphemian from the garden’s heart stood as their 
goal, and with drawn weapons hissing faint whispers of 
death, they left many a patrolling guard fallen like autumn 
leaves in their wake. 

Fear gripped at her nerves the closer they approached 
the monolithic structure; a stronger, more chilling fear 
than any Avyanthe had ever felt before, and one which she 
could not explain. A Daughter of Night, she had known 
such earthly horrors as might strike down even the 
bravest warrior to tears, inured to their influence from a 
childhood spent honing skills necessary to cull those 
depravities clean from the waking world. Long had she 
thought the shadow of dread and its accompanying shiver 
fled from her being, its presence no longer a burden when 
face to face with a manticore’s snarl or leering fangs of a 
vampyre. 

Yet the more those daunting walls came to eclipse the 
sky, and the louder the chanting of baleful imprecations 
thundered down from such cloud-piercing heights, the 
more Avyanthe came to believe that unearthly forces were 
at work in this place. 

A shriek which tore from the zenith of the soaring 
stairway they reached only served to deepen that 
conviction. 

Her and the other nine siblings charged with the task 
at hand exchanged quick, resolute glances, before leaping 
further ahead with seemingly weightless bounds. Avyanthe 
chided herself for the momentary weakness. The 
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punishment remained behind a stoic face as she and the 
others scurried up the ziggurat’s front, its broad avenue 
vacant of any obstructing threats. 

It had not been an easy decision, nor one fully 
supported by all its members, for the Family of Night to let 
loose their Sons and Daughters against the might of the 
sorceress Delaphyne, self-anointed Queen Empyreal of 
Iskalruun. Tradition long maintained the ancient order 
eschew involvement in matters pertaining to pervasive 
monsters of mankind; the eradication of beasts and foul 
creatures born to darkness were the usual extent of their 
purview, and it was common doctrine to allow those 
cruelties man enacted upon his own kind the resolution 
found in the due course of time, regardless of extent or 
severity. So it had been with Delaphyne’s own cruelty, 
even as the black cloud of her sorcery spread beyond 
Iskalruun’s borders and darkened ever more expansive 
lands, until the supposed intent behind the wanton 
viciousness, so emblematic of her rule, had finally been 
guessed at. 

It had been found that this sorceress bore in her 
possession several fragments of the Vyryn Scrawl, more 
than had ever been assembled by a single person. Written 
in unbroken streams of chaotic rambling, its author was 
said to have pierced through the very fabric of structured 
existence ordering firm the world, and beheld on its 
farthest side sinewy strands of unfathomable protean 
thread which bound so infinite a tapestry together. To 
speak the words inscribed upon that shattered stream of 
parchment was to shape those threads into whatever one 
desired them to be, and mold reality depending on which 
portion of its whole might be gleaned. What horrors, then, 
might Delaphyne summon to satiate her lust in 
dominating all beneath her? And with such fonts of 
human suffering to stoke the fires of their creation at her 
fingertips, what hope would there be, should she succeed, 
to waylay the doom assured to follow? 

Dark as those implications glowered, Delaphyne herself 
was but a woman, mortal as any other human being. 
Death, whether natural or inflicted, still brooded 
somewhere along the horizon waiting to one day claim her, 
a fact Avyanthe clung to with ever increasing firmness the 
higher their path ascended, and the louder the chanting in 
unspeakable words echoed through the sanguine-soaked 
sky. 

Another throaty scream curdled her hotly-burning blood. 
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With a leap Avyanthe cleared the final few steps, and 
stood upon a plateau which overlooked the city stretched 
miniscule all directions below. The sea of sharp-crested 
stone to her back, she beheld at last Delaphyne’s house of 
power. Its white walls flared and curling like the petals of a 
fully-blossomed rose, there was but a single, narrow 
opening cut through the face of its surface leading inside, 
which lacked any barrier or guarding sentinels. From 
within spilled out portentous crooning in utterances unfit 
for the vocal cords of men, those phrases found only in the 
Vyryn Scrawl, unsettling Avyanthe’s stomach and making 
tremble her pounding heart. 

Her siblings reached her momentarily. The commands 
given by the Family of Night rang indelibly in each their 
ears: exterminate Delaphyne before horrors inconceivable 
to the eyes of man could be summoned, and rid the world 
of the blight brought upon it by the Vyryn Scrawl. 

The threshold yawned wide ahead, as if a mouth daring 
them to be devoured. Stories of terror-laden Iskalruun, 
and the wrath of its Queen Empyreal, flashed agonizingly 
clear in her mind as they approached its opening with 
silent footsteps. How a move could not be made without 
those all-seeing orbs above knowing and acting as eyes to 
silver-faced enforcers who stalked ceaselessly the city 
streets. How the smallest infraction against meticulously 
stringent laws might result in quick, unceremonious 
death. How beneath the very stone which they tread, there 
plunged cavernous pits of imprisonment, whose only 
purpose lay in torture to the limits of sanity. A prevailing 
aura of evil exuded from this place; it stank of boundless 
suffering and illimitable hate all at once, choking at her 
breath, devouring the warmth previously surging wild 
through her body the further in they pressed. Shivering in 
spite herself, Avyanthe repeated the same assurances she 
had made earlier: the Queen Empyreal was still but flesh 
and blood embodied. Flesh could be cut; blood could be 
spilled; Delaphyne could still die. 

Through chanting grown cacophonous in scale 
suddenly cut the bellow of a woman subjected to unabated 
agony. Avyanthe and her siblings needed no words 
exchanged; they broke into a full-blown sprint, straining 
so that they might be able to save the poor soul within 
from her pain. 

The sharp patter of their feet echoed nearly 
imperceptibly through the cavernous hold they entered, 
lost amidst the tenebrous recitations that clamored 
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restlessly against arched and amorphous walls flowing 
from their highest points like great rivers of pale wax. A 
congregation of black robed adherents, more than could be 
counted in quick succession, seethed before them, rippling 
as ocean spume beneath a moonless night, and from 
whose faces bound in smiling silver spouted the foul 
messages laden throughout the Vyryn Scrawl. Oblivious to 
the approaching Children of Night, the throng had 
cordoned about something at their center, and though its 
nature remained obscured by the sheer number of those 
that surrounded it, Avyanthe knew it to be the source of 
the screaming that had driven them ahead in such a mad 
rush. 

Swords hissed like furious steam through the air. They 
fell upon the mass of adherents as one, and Avyanthe, her 
vaporal cloak thrown back to better free her movement, 
spun in a whirlwind of steel. She cut and sliced and 
stabbed in every direction with short, deadly arcs, letting 
loose great torrents of blood with every strike. At once the 
chanting ceased; cries of surprise and angry barks of pain 
swelled from all sides, while curved blades and bodkins 
were raised in defense against the sudden ambush.  

Instinctual reflexes pulled Avyanthe free from many a 
blow which might have felled her, and practiced form sent 
the sharpness of her twin weapons through parrying 
attempts and straight into unguarded flesh. The wall of 
bodies thinned about her. She forged ahead, over heaps of 
corpses and under swinging swords, aiming relentlessly 
towards where the sounds of distress had originated. 
Surely Delaphyne must be there, leading the sacrifice of 
some helpless maiden, intent to summon with tears and 
blood alike a nightmare of inhuman monstrosity. 
Avyanthe, fearing the worst, wove a trail of death about 
her, searching desperately for the source of the ceremony 
amidst the chaos of battle. 

At last, she caught a glimpse of that object round 
which the adherents had ululated so arduously and with 
such vehement devotion. At their center rose an altar 
stained by thick rivulets of blood. Seeing there a woman, 
spread fully exposed upon its surface, indignant rage 
stirred Avyanthe resolve, and she tore through the 
remaining opposition in her way, ready to bring swift and 
vengeful punishment against the sorceress responsible. 

Only, no sign of any such enemy appeared when she 
finally broke through. There was just the woman, the 
naked contours of her figure gleaming sharp as a near-
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perfect pearl as she writhed in place, at war with a swollen 
lump protruding up from her stomach.  

A cold insight befell Avyanthe as she realized she could 
not see the woman’s face. Long sable locks draped either 
side of a veil somehow cruelly enticing with what it hid, a 
veil of immaculate, unforgiving white, through which those 
screams heard from outside were unmistakably released. 
The woman strained to push whatever festered inside her 
free, a thing that squirmed and clawed just beneath her 
moon-pale flesh. Avyanthe realized then that those sounds 
weren’t incoherent cries of pain; they were the same 
forbidden and blasphemous recitations stemmed from the 
Vyryn Scrawl as had been chanted by the horde of 
adherents about her. Presently, the woman threw back her 
head, arched her spine rigid, and shrieked a final series of 
unpronounceable words so loudly Avyanthe feared the very 
walls around them might shatter. 

The sudden lurching of the earth which followed sent 
her, her siblings, and the crowded mass of robed onlookers 
tumbling helplessly to the floor. Its violent shudder lasted 
only several seconds, but in that span, Avyanthe could feel 
the evil, so prevalent a moment ago, vanish from the air, 
gone as if swept away by a great gust of wind. Only when 
the world settled, however, and a hushed calm had 
descended, did she realize that though its presence had 
left the breath she imbibed, it had not left the temple 
chamber in which she still lay. 

Avyanthe lifted her head, the fear of what had just 
occurred overshadowing any fear she might have had of 
death. The woman upon the altar, now seated along its 
edge, was draped with a snow-like shroud of silk by 
adherents immediately flocking to her side. The veil she 
wore, shining so bright it was more akin to burnished steel 
beneath an angry sun than any cloth woven by human 
hands, quivered from the deep, yet steady inhalations of 
her breath. Her exposed stomach no longer carried the 
protrusion which had so ruthlessly encumbered her only a 
few seconds before. Instead, cradled in her long, lissom 
arms, she held… held… 

It was not some abhorrent or misshapen atrocity that 
ravaged Avyanthe’s sanity and scattered to ash any 
semblance of wishful hope to still be found in the world. 
The creature curled tight against the bosom of the Queen 
Empyreal was as any other newborn babe, small and wet 
and wriggly, its eyes balled tightly shut against the sudden 
brightness of birth. When those dark pits did open, 
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however, nothing of humanity reflected from within. There 
was only shadow; the smoldering flames of untempered 
malice given tangible shape to dwell. Avyanthe knew then 
that what had been made manifest this night could not be 
slain by any force of strength, steel, or sorcery known to 
mortal men. After all, what could kill something so 
potently visceral as malevolence?  

Avyanthe forced herself to rise, hearing the same 
struggle from her siblings and the surviving adherents. All 
stood enthralled by the thing’s cold, unfeeling gaze. 
Through the protracted silence which consumed the 
chamber swept its unblinking sight, and when those twin 
abysses fell upon her, doom seized still Avyanthe’s heart.  

"All hail the Queen Empyreal!" roared the silver masked 
onlookers, their arms raised in rapturous exaltation, all 
memory of battle forgotten. "Hail to Delaphyne, sovereign 
mother of malevolence!" 

With almost instinctual ferocity did Ayanthe raise again 
her dual blades; she had nothing left to hold to, no 
recourse at her hands other than those instruments whose 
voices sang songs of death, and so she lashed out in the 
only way left available. Yet the recipients of so somber a 
gift were not the black robed, mask-wearing zealots that 
prostrated themselves over and over to their faceless, 
flawless queen. 

"All hail the Queen Empyreal!" 
Avyanthe could see the disbelief, feel the shattered 

heartbreak, in each sibling’s eyes as her blades vanished 
through their vaporal claoks, before drawn back dripping 
thick with crimson. None sought to retaliate the onslaught, 
nor defend themselves in any way; after all, betrayal was 
unknown to those reared in the vast Family of Night, and 
so the shock of their sister’s ultimate defiance, and what 
that thing born before them hinted at, stole from their 
hearts any urge for survival.  

"Hail to Delaphyne!" 
Her own eyes were lost beneath welling tears of despair. 

Faces known for a lifetime were suddenly cast unfamiliar 
and cold, done so by her own trembling hands, but still 
she did not stop, not until she alone of her brood stood 
standing before the waiting Queen Empyreal and child. 

"Sovereign mother of malevolence!" 
The sin of her deeds staining dark her cloak and heart 

in equal measure, Avyanthe dropped to her knees, utterly 
spent. She looked upon Delaphyne, who had watched the 
whole affair with listless fascination from behind the 
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brilliance of her burnished veil. Somehow, Avyanthe could 
tell the sorceress smirked on the opposite side of that 
creaseless cover, reveling in all that had transpired as only 
one who resides so far beyond the paltry fray of the 
powerless can. 

And with what she now nursed, there truly was no one 
--not her, the whole Family of Night, or all the gathered 
armies of the world--who would ever be able to challenge 
Delaphyne’s power again. 

Plunging her swords to the floor, Avyanthe then threw 
herself into servile obeisance alongside the other adherents 
at the feet of the sorceress and her nascent scourge, who 
with black, seething eyes, surveyed hungrily all it had 
been wrought to destroy. 

"All hail the Queen Empyreal," she echoed, giving 
herself to those words, the only ones which still carried 
meaning in the desolation swept murderously through her 
being, "Hail to Delaphyne, sovereign mother of 
malevolence." 
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Lindberg's wondrous tale is like peering through a microscope or 
telescope and discovering an alien world almost entirely non-
human, but nevertheless still recognizable: children are always a 
challenge, but when you create them by untraditional means, you 
can wind up with far more than you bargained for. 

 

RAISING DAUGHTERS 
S.E. Lindberg 

 
I stood atop the Underworld escarpment, ax readied. 
"Fae, if only you could see this!" I communicated 

through the ether with telepathic golem speech. I did not 
expect my deceased wife to respond, but I had grown 
accustomed to talking to her spirit. Our daughters were 
out there waiting to be revealed from living stone. Yet a 
blood serpent fed on the sacred reservoir. "That 
Haemosaurus is the only hindrance left between us and 
our girls." 

My golem sight afforded me access to mystical beauty. 
Glowing lapis-elixir veined the earth. Nature’s blood also 
ran inside my elemental body. I had tracked precious 
streaks of it through descending strata to this heartland. 
The subterranean core appeared as an evacuated, titanic 
ribcage. Rafters of grand, arching bones supported the 
dome. Mineral that was more tissue than inanimate rock, 
fleshy lapis-plasm, spanned the supports. Pearlescent 
stalactites dangled down, dripping ivory nectar. All the 
organic stone illuminated like soft stars, while inorganic 
formations stood as solid shadows. 

As big as the chamber was, the Haemosaurus’s mass 
dominated the open space. Its torso was wider than a 
river. Dorsal plates protruded along her curvaceous spine. 
Disproportionately tiny legs supported the scaled giant. 
Her sucker-mouthed snout latched to a precious artery, 
draining Mother Earth of the elixir within the lapis-plasm. 
Her tail curled high with its end sunk into the soft ground, 
the ovipositor depositing eggs. 

That colossal serpent nested here, corrupting what 
could be an army of golems had I more ingredients to 
spawn life. Alas, I, Doctor Grave, was the last golem and 
my alchemical supplies limited. For now. 

I began climbing down the cliff, my right hand wielding 
the ax Ferrus Hewnmaw and left hand securing leather 
bundles of magic elements. Malformed, gland-like rocks 
encumbered my path. Pungent fluids slickened surfaces, 
yet I kept my balance. "We must succeed, Fae." 
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The ground levitated and sunk rhythmically as if 
breathing, or perhaps responding. Had Mother Earth 
heard me talk to my wife? If it did, could it understand 
me? 

Reaching the base, I awed at the plane of pliant lapis-
plasm spread out before me like a lake of flesh. All I 
needed was a load to accommodate carving my girls, yet 
sizable for me to carry to the Hearth Forge far above. 

The cold-blooded serpent continued gorging. While her 
front end swallowed, her lengthy tail needled the ground. 
At regular intervals she buried eggs. Nearby, dozens of 
maturing larval-stage serpents exited weeping pores. These 
wyverns immediately nursed on the earth from which they 
were birthed. Several indiscriminately leeched on the 
emerging heads of the slower ones. 

I imagined my young girls swimming in the stone with 
the wyverns, navigating the cannibalistic larvae toward the 
surface, breaking free triumphantly, gasping for air as 
waves of molten meat lapped against torsos. 

I spoke to my absent family, my message cast out from 
my ichor, through the ether, to the fluids within the land. 
"Soon, I will carve you from the living earth. I will raise you 
with alchemy, and then you will hear me for real. And you 
may talk back! Daughters, I come to free you." 

That discourse was as one-sided as any father speaking 
to a womb-wrapped fetus. Advancing toward a healthy 
stalagmite of lapis-plasm, I hefted my ax. 

Suddenly, my flesh vibrated as if stricken with 
hoarfrost. 

The Haemosaurus stretched its maw. Hostile spit flew. 
A crimson frill unfurled around its neck. Two glossy, 
articulated eyes surveyed her nest for trespassers. 

She faced me from across the chamber. 
Chills ran down through my stone-flesh. I ducked 

behind the monolith I had eyed for carving. "Fae, the 
serpent is observant!" Her own ichor may have detected 
my ramblings, else her eyes were keen. If she had seen my 
silhouette, she may have mistaken me for a mere human. 
After all, my armature was modeled after them and I 
donned their flayed skin. Peeking around the formation, I 
surveyed the nest. 

Many wyverns remained close to their mother for 
protection. Others screeched from afar, vulnerable and 
agitated. The adult remained stationary. 

Why had she not advanced? Ah, her tubular tail 
remained anchored. 
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"Fae, grant me speed." Sprinting, Ferrus Hewnmaw’s 
blade raised to strike. 

The Haemosaurus hissed an alarm. Her call echoed 
through the ether, and the ground convulsed 
harmoniously. Her wingless spawn swarmed in a frenzy. 

Dozens of the serpent larvae scampered at me, mouths 
dilating while screeching. I hurdled the nearest and then 
broke the back of the next as I pivoted my boot on its 
back. 

Any remaining wyverns impeding my progress were 
split. I heaved and cut. Segments of larvae flew. Headless 
sections coiled in despair. Spraying lapis-elixir attracted 
more hungry wyverns. 

As I reached the mother’s posterior, her tail lifted from 
the ground. The blood serpent rotated as I lurched 
airborne. 

I sliced faster than she moved. 
Colorless ichor fountained over me, spewing from the 

hemorrhaging, whipping tail. The severed ovipositor 
dropped beside me. 

Cold fluid vomited from the wounded Haemosaurus. 
She seized in shock. Her collapse onto the elastic earth 
sent me tumbling. Curling on her back, she failed to cease 
the bleeding. Cannibalistic larvae feasted on their mother. 
She could do nothing as her brood consumed her. 

Opportunity arose. Her lost appendage could serve as a 
makeshift sled. I split the sundered tail lengthwise, then 
drug it over my shoulder whence I came. The smooth 
scales slid without friction over the ground. 

I hastily returned to fell the block of golem flesh. It 
dropped onto my sled. Ferrus Hewnmaw joined the lapis-
plasm. Hoisting the tail again, I ascended. Every stride 
lessened the intensity of undulating throes shrieked by the 
Haemosaurus. 

I left the Stygian core and strode through sedimentary 
rock laced with eldritch fossils, and went higher still, until 
the soft rock became rich with scabs and the glossy 
coralloides decorating the natural corridors were simply 
limestone, and even higher, until I arrived at the 
subterranean Hearth Forge. 

Dropping my bundles of ingredients and setting the 
Forge’s kiln ablaze, I set to carving the living stone with my 
ax. I had enough to attempt creating three, so three I 
would carve. After the humans I adored and studied over 
centuries, I modeled mine after young girls of six summers 
of age. "Fae, let life spark in at least one." 
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I tossed my daughters into the fire. Each child landed 
softly, cushioned by red-limned coals. Crackling sparks 
screeched. Heatwaves sailed with brilliant embers, roaring 
flames licking stalactites that dripped onto the sea of 
orange light. Charnel smoke lapped the ceiling, seeking 
escape. Scarce, stark shadows danced away from the 
inferno. 

The Forge flared, hungry for more offerings.  
Peacefully in repose, the girls soaked in the heat. Their 

mineral forms softened like glass. I marveled as the 
translucent bodies floated on thick energy. Seams between 
appendages and torso melded. Their golem flesh became 
sterilized in the ritual kiln. Impurities burned away as 
black flakes. 

"Now to complete the recipe." The remaining 
ingredients included: a bag of cremated, maternal ash; a 
homunculus for each figure; lastly, the paternal blood 
coursing through my veins. 

When my daughters’ diaphanous bodies became free of 
turbid air bubbles and contamination, I sifted through the 
bag of ash for almond-shaped crystals. Reaching into the 
flames, I placed these into the girls’ eye sockets. I withdrew 
before the heat melted my golem flesh. "I submit Fae’s 
elemental remains to grant you sight. You shall have my 
wife’s eyes. A mother’s influence."  Three sets of aligned 
pairs glowed like a constellation. 

"Now children, I offer you hearts." After slicing with 
Hewnmaw, lacerations on each chest awaited filling. Fist-
sized, bulbous homunculi sunk into them. "These 
anthropomorphic seeds will impart facets of humanity." 

"Girls, you will not be dormant much longer. My blood 
will awaken you." My wrist dashed against Hewnmaw’s 
blade. Clenching my fist released doses of pearly, lapis-
elixir. "With this, your hearts will start beating. Sharing 
blood, we will be connected ethereally. We will hear each 
other’s minds. Share our thoughts." My blood swelled the 
dehydrated homunculi, catalyzing growth. Dendritic 
sprouts branched out to infuse the bodies with arteries. 
Lambent veins marbleized. Halos burned from nascent 
brains. Nerves sprouted, and organs grew. The homunculi 
hearts thumped. Each beat issued ripples in the ether. 

Appendages twitched. 
"Little angels," I spoke via telepathy. "Welcome to life." 
All heads rotated. Eyes focused on me. Searing light 

radiated from each as if I stared into six suns. Too 
immature to form words, or reply with their minds, all 
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three wailed.  
"Fae, we have triplets!" 
The girls synchronously tossed their heads side to side, 

mouths agape, searching for sustenance. 
"Soon," I said. "Your bodies must cure before leaving 

the fire." 
A spell of exhilaration washed over me. Time passed 

immeasurably as I gazed upon the blaze. Here at the 
Hearth Forge, I watched my children bake! Over centuries 
I learned sorcery from the fading, insectan gods. And from 
humans, I learned anatomy and necromancy. Many 
experiments to create a family without lapis-plasm had 
failed. Now, my accumulated experience was realized. As 
geomancy brought me to life, I can finally practice the art 
to reproduce. I had built a family. 

"My three daughters, you are beautiful. You are 
vulnerable now, but I will protect you." 

An angry earth woke me from paternal awe. 
Quaking ground sent me aside. A sinkhole opened in 

an instant. 
Regaining my footing, the sight of an entangled mass 

roiling over the precipice stopped me. So entwined, no 
single wyvern was discernible. Yet it was clear, the cursed 
brood of the Haemosaurus hunted me. A cacophony of 
gurgling horror preceded a carrion-scented cloud.  

They bathed in the warm light of the Forge. Many 
inside were lifeless serpents with bulging, pink eyes. Yet as 
many forked tongues flicked as those that dangled 
lifelessly. 

The serpentine mass came at me. 
I raised Hewnmaw. 
I sliced maniacally. Puddles of ivory ichor coated the 

floor. Hungry and frenzied, the things within the living 
deluge pushed me back. 

Then darkness flooded the chamber. 
"No!" I turned around toward the extinguished Forge. 
The great conflagration suffocated. Smoke billowed 

from sizzling shadows. With my golem sight, I discerned 
the enraged Haemosaurus. How it arrived so suddenly, 
and behind me, I was unaware. 

Amongst the fallen cloud of doom hovering over the 
coals, were three sets of eyes, Fae’s celestial spirit, glowing 
brilliantly. I darted toward them. Did the vengeful parasite 
employ her larvae as bait to lure me from my offspring? 

"Daughters, run if you can. Crawl. Whatever, move!" 
My three girls did not respond. 
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I raced to the Hearth Forge. 
"Girls!" 
Scanning the carnage yielded little. Sparkling cinders 

tossed in rolling vapors. Wyverns boiled, their pith yielding 
to the heat within solid scales. My daughters were absent 
or buried. 

There, racing toward the chasm, I saw the ghostly, 
fragmented eyes of Fae blurred like falling meteors. The 
streaks of starlight dimmed.  All six jewels moved together 
inside something. They had been swallowed whole. 

I dropped my ax to sprint unencumbered. 
"Fae!" I lurched upon the slithering giant. Shimmying 

up the segments, my hands searched for the mouth. My 
left arm plunged in. Teeth gnawed around the 
circumference. My shoulder inserted so deeply that the 
maw could not close. My fingers clawed the slimy pharynx 
as it constricted. 

A skull. I could feel the head of one daughter inside!  
My success was incomplete and short-lived. Wyverns 

wrapped me like tentacles, holding me back as the 
Haemosaurus retreated down the chasm. Every time I 
almost wrestled free, another seized me. 

Down, my daughters went to the depths of the 
Underworld. One set of eyes disappeared. Then another. 
Then the last. 

Reverberating cries drifted up, then faded. "Fight!" If 
the girls lived, they still could not understand my telepathy 
to respond. I was as trapped as they were. Enraged, I went 
berserk. 

All my efforts eventually freed me. My mind phased 
back to reality for me to observe that all threats near me 
had been nullified. Without energy or hope, I lay in the 
dark amongst ruined carcasses. Defeated. 

Listless, I hoped that somehow my girls could survive. 
But how could they? They were still too immature to even 
walk. How could I expect them to defend themselves? I 
failed them. And Fae. 

I lost them all. Time passed again as memories 
surrounded me. Some from decades ago, even centuries, of 
Fae and I working elemental magic for insectan and avian 
gods. Recent impressions also haunted my aura, like the 
suckling mouths of three newborns, searching for food and 
finding nothing. Failure swaddled me. Impotent, my mind 
drifted, seeking solace... 

 
*** 
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An awful stench woke me. All remained dark, but the 

split carcass of the Haemosaurus was easily discernible. 
Its vivisected body lay before me. The gore reeked. 

Bare, and coated in lapis-elixir, my bald daughters 
glared at me. Each sucked on pearlescent cruor. What a 
sight to behold and savor? Be still my beating, 
homunculus heart. Was I hallucinating? Seeing ghosts? 
Then I realized the truth. 

"You saved yourselves." 
Twinkling eyes analyzed my confusion. Standing tall, 

their skin had opacified. Milky ichor dripped onto the 
ground. That was not their blood, however. 

"I thought I lost you. Yet you returned home." 
I leaned on my ax to raise myself to a sitting position.  
They rubbed their bellies. 
"You were hungry," I translated. "I recall that." 
I read their auras and burgeoning telepathy. 
"You summoned the serpent?"  
They ignored me now, having returned to suck on 

Haemosaurus fragments. 
"I did not even sense your sorcery. How did you do 

that?" 
I sat beside them. My daughters did not need me to 

feed them. Or protect them. From their birth, they 
instinctively practiced arts I had just begun to 
comprehend. I smiled.  

"Fae, raising our daughters may be the death of me." 
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Sagus' lyrical prose renders violence as dance-like, a hallmark of 
sword and sorcery's occasional flirtation with beauty. When the 
very Earth beneath your feet is dying, no longer able to sustain the 
life it once supported, something has to change, and someone has 
to decide what that something is. 

 
THE SLAIN OF TALHN 

R. Sagus 
 

Talhn considered the twisted landscape, cocked her 
head to the side, cracked her neck, and descended into the 
Obsidian Chasms. The black stone loomed overhead, 
whittled by wind and rain, flecked with chips of white like 
stars in the void. 

Forty paces into the chasm, Talhn noted the first trickle 
of blood, slipping down through the rocks like a rivulet 
sliced off from a mountain stream. Black, redolent of steel 
and storms, the blood traced a winding path beneath her 
feet, dark blossoms flowering to either side. 

Talhn followed the trickle over a scree of tumbled stone, 
up a harsh slope. Black against black, she noted the 
progress of the stream only by its obfuscation of the white 
glimmers in the stone. 

Wind formed a low rumble, droning through distant 
chasms. It reached Talhn with a howl that thrust long 
black braids from her face. The roar forced a gauntleted 
hand up to shield her dark eyes, then whispered away. 

Talhn glanced upward, beyond the sullen shrug of the 
chasm’s black ridge. Steam, in billowing towers of 
pearlescent silver, wafted from the geysers in the valley 
beyond the far mountains, where colossal Mollusca formed 
the living earth. 

Talhn paused to consider her surroundings with an 
appreciative eye. This beauty alone would bear witness to 
her labors. 

Cresting the slope, she found the wound in the world. 
The reek of blood in the air took on a rotten tang, 

lapping at her ankles as she crossed the flat stretch of 
stone, and hopped up onto a small boulder. 

From a distance, it might have looked like a cave 
blasted into the cliff-face; black stones scattered the earth 
in a ragged fan, blown from the inside out. But if one 
peered into the shadows, the wet sheen became visible, 
then the subtle gasp of flesh. It was not water from some 
hidden underground stream. It was black blood slithering 
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over the flesh within. The organs, torn up from the earth 
and bulging, quivering, at the mouth of the wound. 

Talhn eased the spear at her back from the sling that 
tethered it. This was indeed the emergence point, but the 
creature had moved on. Already, the wound was 
narrowing, beginning to heal. In a few days, it would 
shutter itself, and in time, the region’s earthquakes would 
bury the cracks with landslides. 

Left of the wound, the drag of some broad and heavy 
object had scratched a long path of blood that tapered 
west, its end point leading down a farther chasm. There 
the hatchling had gone, mad with the blood of the dying 
earth. 

Talhn hopped down from the boulder, and jogged down 
the far chasm. As its walls reared over her, the dark thrill 
of the hunt kindled behind her heart, battered sparks 
along her ribcage like steel smashing stone, and found her 
blood with drunken glee, threading out to tingle at the tips 
of the fingers that gripped the spear. This was--always--the 
best part of the hunt. Not knowing what the hatchling 
looked like, or when, or if she would catch it. The 
manifestation was different each time, little rhyme or 
rhythm to the form. There was always the chance one 
would emerge too powerful for her. 

The path twisted and, escaping the gorge, dropped into 
a sheer fall; a broad ravine stretched before her like a 
mouth of gaping stone. Black columns, storm-whittled to 
thin fingers, stretched from basin to scarlet sky. Wind 
shrieked at her, tearing her hair to a black banner. The 
loneliness of the earth, howled up at her. 

In the midst of this tableau, she saw it: an iridescent 
shell, crowned with a ring of rosy spines around the tip of 
its spiral. The creature waddled along, dragging a river of 
desolation in its wake, like a trail of black, oil-shine chaos. 
The soil festered and caved inward behind it, as if the 
hatchling un-knit the world beneath its creeping limbs.  

Talhn hustled down the steep path, into the basin. She 
jogged along the right side of the river of dissolving land, 
her breath rasping in her ears. This close, the river of 
desolation whispered and whistled. 

Dragging its own weight behind it, the hatchling made 
for slow prey and Talhn closed the distance. She 
summoned the Shadow, drove the magic into the muscles 
in her left arm, spring-coiled taut with strength, and 
hurled the spear. It struck the hatchling’s shell with the 
clang of a metallic tongue, and rebounded, spinning into 
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the ground with a scallop of dust rising into the wind. 
Talhn unslung the shield from her back, gripped it with 

her left hand, and burst into a sprint, angling her path so 
that she would reach the hatchling through the veil of 
sudden dust. A spidery tangle of limbs unfurled from the 
shell. Furred, dark. A primate looseness of elbows and 
joints. The angular bulb of the head shrugged back into 
the oceanic swirl of the shell, visible only by a sliver of 
lemur-large yellow eyes that gazed out from the glossy 
wreath of its own body, tucked up into itself as the 
reverberations of the spear’s blow traveled the hatchling’s 
shell. 

She burst from the dust to streak across the 
hatchling’s path, pivoting so that the shield on her left arm 
smashed into its grotesquery of legs. A blast of agonized 
keening stabbed Talhn’s ears as she raced, long legs 
pumping, to open the distance between them and twisted 
back to face the hatchling; a quartet of hairy limbs folded 
into the shell, its keening muffled and reverberating. 

Talhn winced--and felt a flicker of disappointment. She 
thought she had shucked the guilt free from her soul. But 
if she did not perform these duties, no one would. There 
was no place for guilt in that design. 

She considered her next approach--and saw, too late, 
the pool webbing from beneath the shell. Like blood, 
spreading from a wounded body. She tasted Shadow on 
the air, something bitter and hard; a blackberry plucked 
too early from the vine. Fingers of rotten magic seeped 
from the black cracks. A shiver, from below. 

The shell slipped into the earth like a sinking ship. The 
soil shaded to black, damp and saturated, and crumbled 
inward. Accelerated decay, dripping from the monster. The 
hatchling’s descent was slow, embraced by the descending 
soil. Talhn frowned. The earth quivered. And then, with a 
sigh, a wave of black soil fell away. Talhn ran forward and 
leapt, plunging into the cascade of earth, weaving Shadow 
into her skin as she fell. Stones rebounded off her body, 
soft as daisy-petals. The buffeting of the collapse should 
have shaken limbs from their joints, but she scarcely felt it 
through the barrier of magic. 

She hit the deeper basin. Smothering waves of soil 
closed over her, rushed up to seal her lips. Darkness and 
pressure, pressure and darkness. Still weaving reinforcing 
magic around her, Talhn strode from the fallen earth. And 
there, half-buried in the valley of loose soil, the blackness 
of the abyssal earth enclosing them, the hatchling’s soft 
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flesh swiveled inside the shell, a single, round eye blinking 
open. Like a moon in the night. 

They were not far from the wound in the cliff where the 
hatchling had torn itself free from Mother Azadia’s flesh. 
Here, beneath the earth, the reek of stale blood cloyed in 
the air. 

The Shadow shivered, like echoes singing through the 
vaulted stone. A sliver of scarlet light above gave glimpse 
to the surface. A crimson beam lanced the darkness. 

A rush of infinitesimal Shadow Craft weavings to her 
eyes heightened her vision in the dimness. A world of 
subtler definitions leapt up around her as Talhn advanced 
on her quarry. 

The hatchling unfurled itself, the long legs emerging, 
the head dropping, huge-eyed and angular, swinging 
between the hairy, arachnid tumult. A cloak of Shadow 
unfurled, a dark aurora around the shell. Talhn tensed, 
and summoned all four aspects of the Shadow, weaving 
four threads together. The earth shivered between them. 
Made restless by the strange pressure of the gathering 
Shadow, the dust began to slither past Talhn’s knees, till a 
river of loose earth flowed between her and the hatchling. 

The hatchling forced its shell back, cutting the tide. 
Dust and sand crashed like sea-foam against it, rising in 
sudden sprays. The hatchling wedged itself up into the 
rocks against the far cliff-face, crouched like a spider. Slow 
as syrup, Talhn forged ahead, crossing the river of 
cascading soil. The Shadow swelled off the hatchling, an 
invisible cloud that inked her senses. She felt it gather 
itself and lash out; Talhn struck back. 

In the mid-distance, above the quickening slide of soil, 
Shadow struck and mingled. Like the tendrils of black 
jellyfish, threads of sorcery tangled and flashed in the air, 
gossamer and silver-iridescent. The river beneath flattened 
and rippled. Sand changed to shells, to cicadas, to 
starlings, warped on thrashing threads--then ripped out, 
leaping, cavorting, twisting wild, and bursting to oblivion. 

Shadows frenzied the air. The bitter tang weighed on 
Talhn’s tongue. She trudged forward through the rising 
river, a bead of sweat gathering on her brow. Wild energy 
shook the caverns, spilling cascades of dust to flash across 
the scarlet beam of light, igniting a spiral of burnished 
motes like so many fireflies. The river reached her waist as 
the hatchling gave a shrill screech. 

Talhn braced herself, heels digging into the earth--
sinking into the river. She felt herself falling, pulled as 
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though by quicksand. And then she surged forward--the 
river of earth racing up to her chest--motes of dust 
choking her throat, her nostrils, sliding to grate her eyes, 
rasping under her eyelids--and Talhn felt herself borne 
down under the weight of the river--flung into the 
darkness of the chasm. Dust suffocated her senses. 

She surfaced, gasping and choking. Talhn dug her 
heels in. Soil scalloped against her ankles, gathering. 

She could not allow the Shadow to overwhelm her. 
Talhn surged up, throwing aside waves of sand and soil.  

She struck with the Shadow and threads tangled, a 
darkness that warped and scarred the air. The chasm 
reverberated with the pressure of the Shadow that knotted 
between her and the hatchling, shedding power as they 
struggled. 

She pushed--even as dust and dirt swarmed over her a 
second time--and Talhn felt herself swallowed by the river 
of earth as the chasm gave in. 

Darkness and chaos. Earth and shadow. Relentless 
tumbling. 

Again, Talhn thrust from the earth, gasping for breath. 
Dust cascaded from her eyes, her mouth. Air flooded her 
lungs. Talhn whipped back--and struck with the Shadow. 
As the Shadow shot wild and fled them both--torn loose 
like a severed limb--the hatchling surged toward her in a 
final charge. But the moment it abandoned the edge of the 
chasm, the hatchling’s weight, the momentum of its body, 
propelled it deep into the cascading soil and it sank with a 
surprised, keening cry. Struggling against the river, its 
body tipped, exposing soft, flailing flesh. Talhn seized upon 
it, ripping a sword from the sheath at her belt. She drove 
the blade into the dark, upturned meat of its body. Black 
blood spurted and speckled her stomach, her chest. 

Talhn stabbed again, driving the sword into the 
creature’s chest. 

Limbs thrashed, buffeting her face, her shoulders, her 
chest, with bruising force. The creature’s skirling cry 
rattled the chasm. Talhn felt the sound travel her bones. 
Her marrow. 

And then its twitching stilled. 
Talhn thrust aside the sword and knelt atop the body of 

the hatchling, letting her hands sink into the wound. She 
dug deep, and found the bulk of the heart. She lifted up, 
and felt veins and arteries burst and crack and give way. A 
coppery reek flooded the air. 

The heart of the world’s hatchling in her hands, Talhn 
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began to limp upstream as the river of dust slowed and 
dwindled around her, receding to her ankles. A rent 
loomed above her where the crust of the earth had fallen 
in, harsh sunlight pouring through. 

Talhn limped through the Obsidian Chasms, the howl 
of the wind at her back. The hatchling’s heart hummed in 
her hands, contentment hummed in her limbs. A 
bittersweet contentment, dyed blue by melancholia, laced 
the cavity of her chest with fine filaments. 

When she reached the wound in the earth, the 
rhythmic pulse of its blood faded, weakening. Scabrous 
seams of white wimpled the wound like worms wriggling 
from the opening. The breath of rot lingered, noticeable 
when the wind was quiet. 

Talhn approached the wound. Slats of dried blood 
cracked beneath her feet. She had to kneel, when she 
reached the wound, to push the hatchling’s heart into the 
seamed and swollen flesh. The heart vanished into the 
gore with a soft, wet shrug. 

The hatchling’s heart, returned to the womb of its 
origin. 

Talhn stepped back, feeling blood drip from her 
fingertips. 

Her task completed, the frenetic impulse faded. A 
candle, blown out. 

The world would cannibalize her greater children, 
hoarding the old, monstrous strength, so that her lesser 
children might survive. Another eon eked out from 
recycled might, clinging to life on a dying planet. 

Above Talhn, threads of mist slunk back from the sun-
shards as the scarlet constellation reached the apex of the 
sky. She paused at the precipice of the Chasms and her 
gaze rose, coming to rest on the embers of the sun. 
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Taylor's tale of a diabolically intelligent blade and "ab-dead" 
warrior suggests the dynamics of Moorcock's classic Elric tales. 
Sorcerous objects often have a will and intelligence, and can be 
very dangerous to use. Getting rid of them can be the wiser option--
unless you fail. 

 
UNDER THE OAK 

Zack Taylor 
 

It carried like an icy wind to his senses, causing a 
sudden gasp and chilling headache. It bypassed his ears 
and burrowed into his mind, where he felt it settle, almost 
as though it were home. Yet, he could not understand it, 
always on the edge of his hearing. This strange haunting 
continued through each day and night as he wandered, 
trying in vain to ignore it, until finally, on the fourth night 
of little sleep, he heard it clearly as though someone sat 
beside him. 

"Come to me," it uttered simply, with no rancor or ill 
intent. It was, however, quite continuous and insistent. He 
called out loud to no avail, all the while it repeated its 
demand. At last having grown angry and feeling the 
exhaustion catch up with him, Wyatt furiously doused his 
campfire and stowed his belongings, all apart from his 
longsword and old axe at least. Raging through the woods 
he finally heard the voice at its keenest as he stood below 
a great and twisted oak, unusually bald in the damp fresh 
spring. Forbidding and ancient, it had grown atop a huge 
boulder until the suspended tough and gnarled roots had 
all but encompassed it in their search for the ground 
below. Between two vast roots of a particularly thick and 
snake-like appearance was a gap. Lowering his head to 
peer into its depths, a humid breeze flowed out to meet 
him. The note of the voice had taken on an unsettlingly 
lascivious tone. 

The local Militia patrol should be notified, he knew, 
though they may be days away. In that way the 
Witchfinders would hear in due course and investigate, 
but there was something about the voice which seemed too 
personal, as though it knew him. Against his better 
judgement, he climbed down under the oak. The voice 
suddenly grew silent. 

*** 
Once through the initial gap he found the ground gave 

way below him, and he could climb carefully down a 
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spider's web of lesser roots. They clung into the damp 
earth all around and threatened to ensnare him, but at 
last he reached the bottom. 

As he looked up he could see only the faintest glimmer 
of light from above, which to his great astonishment grew 
closed before his eyes as the great roots shifted and 
creaked into new positions. Wyatt cursed, his mood soured 
further. It would be troublesome to climb up and manage 
to hack his way out again, but entirely possible. Now 
reliant on his preternatural sight of the ab-dead, he would 
have to press on. It was no less black, no less foreboding, 
but he was able to peer into the gloom and make out keen 
edges and subtle shades beyond living perception, the only 
useful side-effect of his brother Atmard's botched and 
unwanted resurrection of him besides his uncommonly 
quick healing. Spotting a single route ahead, he continued 
with longsword in one hand. 

He had not travelled far before he made out branching 
tunnels to either side of him. From one of these emerged 
an indistinct shape even with his acute vision. A large, 
slow, dragging silhouette. The creature came closer and he 
was able to make out a curious glint in its eyes the colour 
of amber, though all else remained in shadow. The voice 
came again, now echoing from the shape's throat as it did 
in his head. 

"Wyatt. It has taken me long to find you again." 
The voice was rich and resonant, while at the very 

same time sounding forced. It gave Wyatt the impression of 
someone speaking through wet cloth, trying its best at 
elocution and failing spectacularly. 

"Show yourself, whoever you are. I warn you: I am not 
typically of ill humour but I am most tired of games. Today 
you will find I shall not suffer fools gladly." 

Apparently ignoring this warning it raised an arm 
outwards quickly but awkwardly. He saw that it now held 
a strange sword. Jarring in the blackness around him, this 
sole object refracted the tiny light that his eyes worked 
with. It was an alien and abhorrent gleam, enough to rattle 
his mind and manifest a feeling of dread within. This was 
the Bone Sword of Modha, once his. 

His mind raced. What creature was this to have found 
the accursed weapon, and knew him no less! Was it some 
being from the Dreamlands that clawed its way out after 
him? No, he thought. Surely it would have been on his 
heels from the moment he returned to Ath-Gnosha. It had 
taken almost too much to escape, no corporeal thing 
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would have simply been able to follow. Then it struck him: 
how could he forget the crazed presence of the sword 
itself? It had been a temporary thing to aid him in 
destroying his brother, but it quickly became apparent it 
was intended as a chain to tether him to the otherworldly 
and ancient tormentor of the world who forged it. He had 
journeyed to the Dreamlands to dispose of it and until now 
thought he succeeded. Though made of bone, it was 
stronger than steel, and a strange power lay somewhere in 
its forging from the bones of the dead Modha. The trapped 
mind-shard of the madman within visited horror and 
temporary insanity upon those who gazed at it. Wyatt 
himself was relatively immune to this due to being its 
intended companion, so to speak. Nevertheless, it shook 
him to his core to behold. 

The thing which brandished the sword at him must be 
an unwilling host as he once was, and accordingly he 
could not condone killing. By its approach, though, it 
clearly held no compunction about harming him. He had 
to act. 

He dove forward with a sudden surge, feet leaving the 
ground entirely. Expecting his speed and force to tackle 
the blocker and send them both to the ground, he was 
instead astonished to find he continued to barrel over, his 
target, giving way with a soft thump and leaving him with 
a taste of damp earth. He turned from his now prone 
position to see a crumbling pile of soil entwined with thin 
strangling vines, an earthen arm lying on the floor holding 
the sword and lying still. The walls around him began to 
shift and a new form began to emerge, clump by clump, in 
the shape of a man, pulling itself from the substrate in a 
parody of birth, straining to reach the sword. Aware he 
could not easily escape the way he came, he rose quickly 
on bruised hands to move further into the gloom, the giddy 
chortling of the insane sword rattling within his skull. 

*** 
Wyatt had thus far managed to avoid the other 

creature, and through cautious navigation established he 
was in fact traversing a maze. As he stalked as quietly as 
possible through the passage, turning at random, the 
image of the creature he had felled hung in his mind like a 
gruesome portrait. It had been made of earth, held 
together by sinews of vine, muscles of wood fibre. It was a 
mere pile of earth able to lumber along. Whether sentient 
or an extension to the fragment of Mad Modha's mind, he 
could not say, but he could not evade it forever and had to 
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find a way out to relative safety. 
He realised too late the error he had made in pausing, 

for when he made to move forward he was instead dragged 
backwards. He shouted out loud as he saw a pair of 
earthen hands had stretched down towards him from the 
ceiling, grasping him and holding. A moment later he 
found himself flailing his legs as the hands of root and vine 
began to pull him upwards off the ground. 

Seconds later slow damp footsteps approached from 
behind him. Struggling to reach his longsword he realised 
it would be too cumbersome to aim a thrust at such an 
angle. Instead, he twisted and battered at the arms with 
one fist, fingers straining to reach his blunt axe with the 
other hand. With his axe, he struck clumsily, managing to 
connect only slightly more than he missed. With the 
footsteps approaching ever closer, he gritted his teeth 
hard, great hacking blows finally splitting bones of wood, 
sending chunks of soil-flesh flying. At last one hand was in 
ruin and he was able to break the grasp of the other easily, 
making hard impact with the floor. 

He stood to his feet yet again and managed to swing in 
a horizontal arc at shoulder height with his now freed 
sword, biting through the earthen face of his pursuer. It 
did not even attempt to raise its arms in defense and 
instead kept moving, raising the bone sword once more. 

"You cannot kill me Wyatt. These are but limbs. 
Aspects. Do not fight me. Stay here. Stay home. Home. 
You must. Rejoin with me." 

The thing stabbed outward with the sword in an 
inelegant lopsided attack as many fingers of clawing oak 
emerged from the floor. Wyatt staggered back not 
expecting the quick motion from his assailant or the 
sudden uneven and grasping ground, but rallied and 
swept out again. His sword had greater reach and he had 
more of wit about him. The bone blade itself was barely 
more than a short sword in proportion, and he took the 
things legs out at the knee. It was too late, though, as the 
two-dozen fingers below had become arms which now 
struggled to pull new staring heads upwards with them, 
each with a pair of bright mineral eyes. He turned and ran 
further into the tunnel, his sole advantage now being his 
enemy's lack of speed. With both axe and sword to clear a 
path, he hacked and slashed. 

That voice, that mind-shard of Modha, had said the 
things chasing him were mere aspects of it. Did that mean 
this whole place was its body of sorts? Surely one of these 
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man-like puppets was body enough, unless… he ran full 
pace along the tunnel now strewn with clay limbs, the long 
path packed with silent following forms. Modha wanted 
him to stay there with him, apparently missing his 
presence like a phantom limb. Although he had despised 
sharing his mind with the tormented soul-piece he liked 
even less the idea of becoming part of it. He had an inkling 
of what to expect, yet if his guess was wrong, they would 
bury him there in living death. The tunnel spiralled now, 
heading deeper and deeper until he emerged in a large 
spherical chamber. 

He could see the roots of the great oak dangling above, 
and there they should have rested in the earth drawing up 
nutrients. Instead, dangling in this gaping cyst in the 
earth, tapping into the roots themselves was a strange 
pulsing thing: it was huge, bigger than a horse and moving 
sluggishly. Veins of a yellow-white cartilage-like substance 
protruded from it unevenly, leeching the life from the tree 
like a parasite. It was a huge heart of living bone. 

The voice came again, this time sounding hysterical 
and half crazed. The spreading of its meagre self among so 
many clearly serving to derange it further. It raved and 
shrieked at Wyatt's abandonment, now cursing him and 
pleading with him in equal measure, suddenly vulnerable. 
It was clear now. From the evidence before him and 
Modha's confused testimony between rambling insanity, 
the bone sword encapsulating Modha had in some 
unknowable way penetrated back through to his realm. 
Finding itself stranded far from its original host it had 
found a way to grow, corrupting the ancient tree above. 
Stealing its hundreds of years of life energy to create for 
itself a vast beating heart. He could only guess at how far 
the tunnels sprawled, enabling it to spread its reach and 
influence, drawing on more of the life above it. Yet despite 
this new range and ability, the essence of Modha was still 
trapped in just another bone prison. It had waited 
patiently for Wyatt to come close enough to be enticed. To 
give it true company. To complete it. 

The earth-things were now upon him, tearing his cloak 
away and scratching at his skin. He kicked and thrust and 
hacked in desperation. All he had managed to do was to 
run into a dead end. Horrible visions of vein-like 
protuberances thrust into his mind to twine them up 
forever entered his thoughts. It was at that moment, clay 
hands still pulling and wrenching, that he saw it, the 
original bone sword. Now apparently forgotten, it was still 
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in the grasp of the second creature, its legless form pulling 
slowly along toward him. In a moment Wyatt forced a way 
through, resisting with blow after blow, and pulled the 
sword free by the tips of his fingers as they sought to carry 
him off. There he spun, and with a feel for the blade that 
had never truly left him, threw it expertly at the throbbing 
calcified shell of the heart. Suddenly white viscous liquid 
came gushing like vile blood. The room was filled with the 
harsh rasping screams of the dying aberrant thing, and its 
wails were echoed from the rabble of puppet-creatures 
around him. Their earthen limbs rotted and collapsed until 
finally all was silent. 

Nothing moved except for Wyatt, who rose from a loose 
mound of fallen earth. The essence of the poor mad 
fragment of a once great man finally freed from its prison. 
The sword buried and useless. Next time, he resolved to 
simply stay at an inn. 
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Phelps' narrative technique is pregnant with suggestiveness and 
anticipation. As we read, we feel deeply that some horrible Thing 
approaches. Sorcery is dreadful and powerful, and when attempted 
without careful preparation, more than dangerous. Sadly, this is a 
lesson that few live to learn. 

 
BEST LEFT TO PROFESSIONALS 

Jace Phelps 
 

While scrubbing clean his master Ptolemaeus' 
alchemical apparatuses, Eteocles made up his mind: to 
impress his mentor and prove himself more than what his 
lowly station defined, he would call up some spirit from 
some outer hell, despite warnings from the other few 
apprentices. Like all seemingly good ideas formulated out 
of the blind pride, impatience, and utter naivety of youth, 
it was most definitely a horribly bad one--terribly 
dangerous too. Even the most amply skilled among the 
various magi sects and pompous bureaucratic magisters 
were excessively wary of such applications of arcane 
esoterica. And for a mere initiate arcanist, let alone one no 
more than two years into his apprenticeship, to attempt 
such a thing! Be that as it may, for simple, dull Eteocles 
the matter was concretely decided, indisputable. He would 
conjure something--anything, really, whoever or whatever 
would have him. But first, he would have to finish and 
shelve the alembics and retorts and go draw the master's 
bath before preparing the evening meal for twelve, and the 
dishes would have to be washed, dried, and stowed 
afterward; and it being the eve of the kalends the very next 
day, he would have to polish his master's khepresh and 
chalk the appropriate geometries in addition to feeding and 
bathing the lambs set aside for the haruspices. Eteocles 
pinched his brow in frustration. Setting aside his fourth 
flask scrubbed, he settled on waiting to start until long 
after curfew fell. 

It was in the stretch of very small hours just before 
dawn when Eteocles set out from his quarters to 
accomplish the goal. Fully dressed, having gone to bed 
clothed in his most handsome robes and comfortable 
sandals, he crept ever so silently on his toes down the 
drafty cobwebbed corridor connecting the initiate 
dormitories and bathhouse to the central courtyard. At the 
near end of the lengthy corridor stood the tall door to 
Ptolemaeus' chamber and private lab wherein the 
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centuries-old sorcerer, with his great beard wrapped about 
his wrinkled neck like a scarf, slept and snored away amid 
towering, teetering stacks of black featureless tomes, 
silverfish-nibbled scrolls and hundreds of green-flamed 
candles like some dozing dragon in Butai. Eteocles took 
extra care when passing by that door lest the slightest, 
minutest step betray him. He took one half of something 
like a step, held, listened, then took another. He sneaked 
by softly, inch by inch; the dreaming wizard went 
undisturbed as he passed.   

Upon reaching the outer edge of the courtyard, the 
stealthy apprentice gave a heavy sigh of relief, laughed 
quietly into his hands and breathed in a lungful of chill 
perfumed air. "Perhaps I would've made an excellent thief," 
he thought to himself, "being able to sneak and slink 
about so well. They would've written such songs about me. 
And they may yet still!" There about him in the courtyard 
were exquisite tinkling fountains that drew from crystalline 
underground wellsprings, voluptuous marble figures with 
painted faces and chiseled pedestals skirted with flowers 
and creeping ivy. A kaleidoscope of fluttering moths took 
on bizarre colors and queer patterns only dreamed of by 
those under the influence of opiate powders or stronger 
medicines. A breeze carried the bustle of the dockyard not 
far from there to his ears, and somewhere out in the 
streets hummed a shuffling train of zealots in prayer. 
"Such wonders," thought Eteocles. And with that, he 
walked the granite cobbled path that led to the library. 

The ram-horn sconces and chandeliers of the library 
provided little light, so Eteocles stooped, felt about, and 
withdrew a squat tallow candle from below a nearby 
lectern. With a whispered charm he willed its short wick to 
spark and take on an adequate flame. It was a heavy, 
hungry sort of dark that surrounded him, a dark filled 
with the suffocating musk and dry crack of yellowed pages 
and antique ink, but the candle somehow managed to 
penetrate it. He went left, walked into the black aisle 
between the lofty bookcases closest to him, and stilled his 
beating heart. Holding his candle high, close to his face, he 
began to search the rows of worn flaking spines and 
crinkled parchment manuscripts. Embossed upon them 
were mostly characters and symbols unknown to him. 
Some he could roughly decipher, others were completely 
foreign, and some filled him with a vague sense of absolute 
dread or awe--or both. The dark pressed in on him as he 
searched, squeezed him, and whispers slithered out from 
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certain stacks where wicked works were known to be 
shelved. The hound-faced gargoyle above the door seemed 
to follow him with its cruel dumb gaze as he moved, and 
the slim aisle lane appeared to be elongating with every 
step, growing longer and longer until it trailed off into an 
endless shadow-swallowed corridor of cosmic night. 
Eteocles' heart began to knock against his ribs; he was 
sure one would crack. A flash of panic sent a cold trail of 
sweat down between his shoulders. Finally, his eye caught 
a glyph he at least recognized with confidence. "This one," 
he thought. 

The book was loosely bound in a hearty skin and 
stitched with thick crimson thread. Its cover was worn and 
faded and bore the title Voca Infernalis in the native script. 
As he pulled it from its tight fit on the shelf, his candle 
blew out, leaving him lost in the black gaping maw of the 
library. Terrified, he tried to stutter the cantrip that would 
light his candle, but fear and throat-clenching terror 
caught at his tongue. Eteocles clutched the book to his 
person and, without thinking, ran as fast as his legs could 
carry him. He shot through the dark, fighting the urge to 
scream for help, one hand over his mouth, the other 
clamped tightly to his tome. He ran without stopping, 
oddly never coming to a hard smack against any shelf, 
table, lectern, or chair: the very furniture seemed to have 
melted away, been gobbled up by the gluttonous dark. 
Then, without warning, he appeared at the door, his hands 
quaking, his heart pounding to the point of bursting. The 
wall sconces and chandeliers cast their dim light upon the 
stacks. Everything within him ached; his throat hurt. The 
true test, however, was waiting for him in the pages of the 
tome. As he turned to leave, he noticed that the leering 
gargoyle that had been above the door had changed its 
perch to atop the bookcase he had just been at. 

Eteocles shambled to the feast hall. The lights there 
were far more wholesome and brighter, and the place 
smelled of glazed pastries, honeyed wine, and fresh bread. 
He had very little time left, so he set to work. First, he took 
a piece of chalk from his pocket, turned to some moldy 
page in the Voca Infernalis, and drew what he read to be a 
devil's circle there on the hall floor. Then he took candles 
from off of the feasting table and arranged them around 
the circle as prescribed in the book. He found the 
anticipation of preparing the rite almost titillating. Next, he 
knelt down on the southernmost point of the circle and 
spoke the cantrip to light the candles. It was then that his 
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poor character got the better of him: impatient Eteocles 
neglected to verify whether his preparations were sound 
and hastily skimmed the page right down to the dread 
invocation. And then he spoke, and he waited for 
something to answer. 

In moments there came into the room a foul saturating 
stink that drowned out any pleasant aroma that had been 
there. Eteocles pressed the sleeve of his robe to his nose. 
He blinked tears from his stinging eyes, and then there 
was a child standing before him in the center of the circle--
naked, smiling a large toothy grin. Whether it was a boy or 
a girl Eteocles could not tell, for it bore no physical 
characteristics of gender, not a single one. Its eyes were a 
brilliant sort of lapis blue, deep and intelligent, and its 
hair was nearly a cap of threaded gold; its skin was pale 
but not white, with a vibrant, youthful pinkish-reddish 
tinge denoting warm blood running in its veins. To him it 
seemed no more than eight, maybe nine years of age in its 
appearance. Then it spoke with the most innocent of 
voices he had ever heard. 

"I must say I'm impressed." 
Eteocles laughed. "I... I've done it! And they said I 

couldn't do it! Ha!" 
The child-thing smirked. "Yes, yes, well done and all, I 

suppose." 
"Ptolemaeus can launder his own robes from now on! 

Ha ha! This is too delicious." 
"What is it you want, mortal?" 
"What's that? Ah, yes! What do I want? Well, you must 

stay until I can show Ptolemaeus and the others. And I 
suppose I am due three wishes, if you wish to be released 
later on, that is. So, what say you, ifrit? Or are you a 
djinni?" 

"A djinni? Me? Me?" 
Then the child-thing laughed horribly. The stones of 

the feast hall seemed to heave as it did so. Dust fell from 
the vaulted ceiling. 

"I am no such thing." 
Then its lapis eyes grew blotted with red until whites 

and all seemed filled with purest blood. It lifted a foot off of 
the ground and floated cross-legged, hovering in the air. 
Its hands it contorted into a series of terrible alien 
gestures, locking its fingers in strange and fantastic 
shapes, twisting its palms until its wrists snapped and 
bent. Two chitinous snapping claws not unlike a crab's 
sprouted from its ears and flailed about, and two spidery 
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legs shot out from its nostrils, a third out of its navel; all of 
its teeth fell from its mouth like sand in an hourglass and 
were replaced by thin barbs that pricked and drew a yellow 
pus from its gums. The candles placed around them shot 
pillars of black flame, and the room started to take on the 
darkness Eteocles had encountered in the library. 

The beast chortled and bleated, "I am--" 
But Eteocles heard no name. His ears only rang with a 

painful unintelligible cry consisting of mad ramblings, 
animal growls, and demented legion screams. A trickle of 
blood streamed down his jaw. 

"And you," said the beast, "are a fool." 
Eteocles scrambled backward against the door. He held 

out his hand and stammered, "Stay back! I am a magus! I 
have bound you, demon! I am a magus!" 

It laughed again, and the stones heaved with it. "You 
are no magus. Look here." 

Eteocles felt a brutish phantom hand grab him at the 
back of the neck. The force squeezed him, guided his head 
until his gaze met a spot on the floor, then held him firmly 
in place. Fixated on the spot, he felt his bowels drop and 
his veins knot. 

"Tsk-tsk, careless little mortal," spoke the demon. 
"You're missing a letter just there. See it? Oh, what a pity. 
Think that was an important one too." 

It smiled and rolled its black-green tongue. "Shame. 
And here I was thinking you actually knew what you were 
doing. Well, fool me once and all that..." 

Eteocles was absolutely speechless, white as a sheet. 
The phantom grasp drew him into the circle's center until 
he was eye to eye with the childlike face of the thing. The 
crustaceous claws snapped at the tip of his nose and his 
earlobes.   

"Now, let's start with the lungs, shall we?" 
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Coffman's sword and sorcery poetry reminds us of the genre's roots 
in heroic ballads like Beowulf, The Song of Roland, and The Edda. 
A schoolar of poetic form, Coffman reminds us that close attention 
to the acoustics of language is central to this genre tradition. In 
reading's Coffman's poetry, we can hear the clanging of swords. 

 

ROLF'S RIDE 
Frank Coffman 

 
(Being a Lay in an approximation 

of the Irish meter of Lethrannaegecht Mor: 
It is quite difficult in English to conform to this meter.) 

 
Here follow the words of Oswyn the Skald, 
set down by the pen of Cerdwen the Bald: 
 
Harken! all you people, list to my Lay 
of Rolf, the Great Hero--heed what I say. 
Gather around me; a tale I will tell: 
How Rolf met a Mage, a sage pledged to Hell. 
And how, with help from a stranger most odd, 
he saved all this land by the hand of God. 
 
     His quest had just begun, a journey far. 
Solemn pledge he’d made: his bright blade of war 
Would free the land of an evil most dire. 
His sword was fabled, made able in the fire 
Of the god’s great forge. Of meteor wrought-- 
of metal that fell when the welkin caught 
forks of lightning and, bright as day at noon, 
with ceaseless thunder. What a wonder! Soon 
that sword earned great fame. His grandfather killed 
the dragon Fyrfud. And much blood was spilled 
as his father fulfilled, as worthy knight, 
his oath to his king: to bring righteous might 
to bear on the lawless men of the realm. 
And now HE rode forth to the North. His helm 
was gold in the light of the bright summer sun. 
His pledge not to fail or quail ‘til ‘twas done. 
His war-steed, Gulfaxi, golden coat and gold mane, 
Had born Rolf through battles--would do that again. 
Sorcery vile had befallen the land. 
A Mage most evil, a devil had planned 
to wrest all the broad North March from the king. 
As Rolf rode along a song he did sing: 
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 "O merry the Road that leads one afar. 
I’ll follow the light of the bright North Star. 
Though dangers dread I may meet as I wend. 
Whate’er be my Fate, I’ll make a great end." 
 
Then, just up ahead, on the road he spied 
a beggar alone, grey-bearded, one-eyed. 
And stranger by far, two ravens!--those birds, 
were perched on each shoulder! Then bold his words: 
"Young Rolf, I have followed thy path since birth. 
I deem thee a knight of might and great worth. 
But, strong as thou art, your skills cannot match 
the wizarding spell--all Hell you will catch-- 
unless you will hear me, well my words heed. 
Three things will allow thee, now in great need, 
to defeat the Dark Mage: First is revealed-- 
scrape off all the paint, the taint of your shield. 
Yes! burnish it clean, bright like a mirror. 
Thus, when a fell spell from Hell from the Seer 
is sent toward thee, it will be turned back. 
Hold fast thy strong shield, don’t yield and don’t lack 
or waver in courage. This thou must do. 
In three things you’ll trust, thou must do this too: 
tho’ mere mortal thou art, some words of power 
will aid thee. This verse rehearse for the hour 
when thou meet’st Maligaunt, Mage of the North-- 
let these words ring true for all thou art worth: 
‘Malificus artibus mea clade!’ 
I know this is not what language thou’st had 
since on mother’s knee, and learned since a lad. 
But say these words true and thou shallt be glad. 
The Mage will be hushed as thou sayst each word, 
‘tis then thou must act--in fact it’s your sword 
that is the third thing! Its metal most bright 
that came to this world, hurled down on that night 
when the skies opened in thunder and blaze! 
that is the bright gift most swift to amaze 
‘twas sent down to earth to come to man’s aid. 
‘Tis magical metal! Wet be that blade! 
When Maliguant’s heart is pierced by that brand, 
thou shall be savior of favored Northland." 
 
     Rolf climbed from Gulfaxi, at the stranger’s request. 
Somehow--he well knew the advice true and best. 
He’d heard well the rules the stranger revealed. 
He took stone and sand and burnished his shield. 
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He learned the strange words; it took but three tries. 
But then a weird darkness he marked in the skies. 
He turned to the beggar, "Why so dark at noon?" 
But no sign of him! In the dim, alone, 
he looked down the road. Now drawing quite near 
was Maliguant Mage, a dire sage to fear. 
"Ego sum Malagaunt, et non moriatur. 
My word is law!" 
      Rolf’s sword he did draw, 
he held up the shield yet bright, though no sun 
was there to give light to fight just begun. 
"Elymas magus ego sum," spoke the Mage. 
"Thou shalt die if thee with me do engage." 
Just then, "Fulgura, tonitrua" said 
the fiendish wizard. And, hard at Rolf’s head, 
a bolt of lightning sprang forth from the hand, 
of him who had Nature’s ways to command. 
But Rolf clutched his shield, as deep thunder rolled. 
And Maligaunt quailed--as the Tale is told. 
The lightning shook off the boss of Rolf’s guard, 
sped back to enrage the Mage. Struck so hard, 
the wizardly fiend, with mouth all agape, 
pulled forth weird wand old from a fold in his cape. 
He pointed toward Rolf and started a spell, 
but Rolf was too fast for this bastard from Hell! 
"Malificus artibus mea clade!" 
He chanted out thrice--it sufficed on that day. 
For Maligaunt froze, as young Rolf, full fierce, 
rushed in--and the startled fiend’s heart did pierce. 
Then, to great amazement, Rolf stared in awe, 
at the Wizard’s death. His last breath did draw. 
Then, rather than fall-- a corpse to the ground-- 
he turned to vapor, no more to be found. 
 
     Then he mounted Gulfaxi. The steed had stood ground. 
Rolf’s glory was earned; to the South turned around. 
The quest now accomplished, his journey was done. 
He rode home, his pledge met, ‘neath the setting sun. 
His quest was fulfilled, the Arch Mage was killed; 
he’d proven he was the king’s warrior most skilled. 
 
     But he thought of the stranger as he entered the town, 
that man, through weird Fate, helped Rolf earn renown. 
It was then that the old tales of him with one eye 
awoke from his memory--as two ravens flew by. 
He smiled as the great throng was chanting his name, 
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and he knew who had kept him alive to win fame. 
     And so "Rolf the Bold" was he called thenceforth, 
the kingdom’s first knight, who’d saved all the North. 
And his great sword was given a name for the ages: 
(Still it leads on before, when fierce war rages): 
Magumoccisor--"Slayer of Mages." 
And so it is called in all the skalds’ pages. 
Thus warriors bold, when grim times darken, 
remember Rolf’s deeds and to his tale harken. 

 
*** 

 
Lethrannaegecht Mor is an ancient Irish form-- 
 
1. written in any number of quatrains 
2. syllabic, each line has 5 syllables.  
3. rhymed xaxa xbxb xccx, etc.--x being the final unrhymed 
syllable of a short line 
4. written with L1 and L2 linked by assonance 
5. composed with the end rhyme of L3 rhymes internally with L4  
6. or L1 and L3 consonate with the end rhyme of L2 and L4  
7. written with the defining features of most Celtic poems, 
cywddydd (Welsh for harmony of sound) and dunadh (beginning 
and ending the poem with the same word, phrase or line.)  
x x x x x 
x x x x a 
x x x x b 
x (x b x) a  
I have used mostly 10-syllable lines to create the basic pattern of:  
x xx x x x x x x a || x x x x b x (x b x) a  
[where the "b" can fall anywhere in the group]. 
 
This makes a poem formed in rhyming couplets of (ideally and 
normally) 10 syllables.  
 
Most couplets I’ve created are true to the cross-rhyming in the 
second line of each couplet--seeking to keep some internal 
rhyming in the second lines. The strict requirements of assonance 
and consonance have not always been followed in my poem. I’ve 
allowed some lines that are more than 10 syllables. I have made 
use of the single word form of dunadh. 
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